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Abstract
This paper studies the nonparametric identiﬁcation of a model of average
demand with multiple goods, once unobservable heterogeneity has been inte
grated out. The model can be used for bundles, decisions under uncertainty,
stochastic choice, and other examples. Optimizing behavior implies an analogue
of Slutsky symmetry, which we exploit to show nonparametric identiﬁcation of
the model. Our main results do not rely on special regressors or identiﬁcation at
inﬁnity. As a special case we provide new conditions for identiﬁcation of addi
tive random utility models (ARUM). These conditions also apply to a stochastic
choice model allowing bounded rationality. In an illustrative application, we
refute ARUM in favor of this more general model.
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Introduction

Individuals often choose quantities of multiple goods at once. The most familiar ex
ample is the choice of quantity bundles in a standard consumer problem. In decisions
under uncertainty, an individual chooses a lottery (= “quantities”) over outcomes (=
“goods”). While there are many tractable econometric approaches to modeling choice
of a single good, the literature on demand of multiple goods is less well-developed.
This paper studies identiﬁcation of an “average demand” framework for multiple
goods.
This model can be used to understand how individuals value diﬀerent characteristics
of goods, make counterfactual statements, and quantify welfare changes. This paper
shows that even when there are multiple goods, conditional means can answer many
questions without needing a full speciﬁcation of the underlying behavioral model.
For example, in a model of decisions under uncertainty, fairly general forms of het
erogeneity or departures from expected utility are allowed, and we can still identify
risk aversion.
This paper shows that optimization implies certain equalities that provide simple
identiﬁcation results for a large class of models. The equalities we exploit are ana
logues of Slutsky symmetry in the standard consumer problem. Such equalities arise
in a class of models where the choice vector satisﬁes a ﬁrst order condition. A number
of existing latent utility models ﬁt into the class we study, including additive random
utility models (McFadden (1973)).
We assume each good has an unknown index function controlling their desirability.
Each index function depends on the characteristics of that good. Formally, assume
the demand vector Y satisﬁes
˜ pv1 pX1 q, . . . , vK pXK q, εq,
Y “M

(1)

where Xk includes characteristics of good k as well as demographic variables, vk
controls the desirability of good k, and ε represents unobservable heterogeneity. The
˜ p¨, εq is the derivative of a convex function.
structure we impose is that for ﬁxed ε, M
This paper studies what we can learn about features of preferences given knowledge
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of ErY | X “ xs. The main contribution of this paper is that iv “ pv1 , . . . , vK q1 is
identiﬁed under mild conditions. Knowledge of iv allows us to understand how in
dividuals value the characteristics of goods. For example, the curvature of vk may
describe an individual’s risk aversion. While it is fairly straightforward to identify
the ordinal ranking of vk , this paper shows that iv is identiﬁed up to an aﬃne trans
formations. Once iv is identiﬁed, we show welfare diﬀerences are identiﬁed using only
˜ p¨, εq as the gradient of the
conditional means. This is possible because we interpret M
individual-speciﬁc indirect utility function. Welfare is then calculated as the average
indirect utility.
We are motivated to study (1), rather than a more general model, for several reasons.
First, this structure is implied by many latent utility models. Examples include
discrete choice additive random utility models (McFadden (1973), McFadden (1978)),
the bundles model of Gentzkow (2007) and Fox and Lazzati (2015), and an expected
utility model considered in Agarwal and Somaini (2014). A byproduct of our analysis
is to provide weaker conditions for identiﬁcation of these models. Second, conditional
means are suﬃcient to identify diﬀerences in average welfare for this model. It is
unclear when this is possible for more general models. Third, since our results require
only knowledge of conditional means (and not full conditional distributions), we can
handle less than ideal data. For example, in decisions under uncertainty we may not
observe choices of lottery, but instead only the outcomes of the lotteries.1 Finally,
this is a cardinal model in the sense that the structural functions iv are identiﬁed up
to aﬃne transformations. Relaxing (1) to a more general index model may lose this
feature. Models that are not cardinal can be hard to interpret or take to data because
they require a careful handling of normalizations.
We identify iv without specifying M̃ . Assuming independence between observable
characteristics and unobservable heterogeneity, we show iv is identiﬁed if: (i) each
good has a continuous regressor speciﬁc to it that aﬀects its desirability, (ii) there
is suﬃcient complementarity and/or substitutability among goods, and (iii) some
smoothness and support conditions are satisﬁed. Identiﬁcation is up to a location
and multiplicative scale normalization for iv , which in general cannot be weakened.
Specializing the analysis, we obtain a new set of conditions for identiﬁcation of the
1

From such data one can estimate the conditional probability of each outcome, which in our
setup is the “average demand.”
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additive random utility model (ARUM). This model includes logit, nested logit, and
probit as special cases. We establish nonparametric identiﬁcation of iv without spec
ifying a distribution of the latent variables. In contrast with the nonparametric
identiﬁcation results of Matzkin (1993), we do not require a priori knowledge of how
a regressor enters vk 2 and do not need to reduce the problem to a binary choice iden
tiﬁcation problem.3 Instead, we impose smoothness conditions to obtain constructive
identiﬁcation results. Smoothness conditions are not imposed by Matzkin (1993), so
our results are not strictly more general.
In ARUM, we identify iv without using the full structure of the model. The results
apply to a strictly more general model of stochastic choice studied in Allen and
Rehbeck (2016b). A motivation for this model is that a common violation of random
utility models is that adding an alternative to a menu can increase the probability of
choosing an existing alternative (e.g. Huber, Payne, and Puto (1982)). The model of
Allen and Rehbeck (2016b) accommodates this behavior and also allows the closely
related possibility that a good could become more attractive and an existing good
could be chosen with higher probability. Such behavior is ruled out by ARUM. As
an illustrative application, we use the “no complementarity” implication to provide a
parametric test of ARUM against the more general model. Using data from Louviere
et al. (2013) on preference for types of pizza, we refute ARUM because there is not
enough stochastic substitution among alternatives.
Our identiﬁcation results use an analogue of Slutsky symmetry, and the core argument
is simple. First, the latent utility model of (1) aggregates. Speciﬁcally, when latent
variables are independent of characteristics, (1) implies
ErY | X “ xs “ M pv1 px1 q, . . . , vK pxK qq,

(2)

where M is the gradient of a convex function. Symmetry states that the eﬀect of an
increase in the index vk on the mean of Ye is equal to that of an increase of ve on the
mean of Yk :
BMk pvq
BMe pvq
“
.
Bv k
Bv e
If for example each xk is scalar and only enters the index for good k, then using
2
3

Such as a special regressor structure.
The latter technique is sometimes termed identiﬁcation at inﬁnity.
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symmetry (and the chain rule) we show that
BErYk | X “ xs
Bxe

O

BErYe | X “ xs
Bve pxe q
“
Bxk
Bxe

O
Bvk pxk q
.
Bxk

This provides constructive identiﬁcation of partial derivatives of iv at certain points
xe , xk . By repeated use of this equality, the fundamental theorem of calculus, and a
location and scale normalization, we obtain constructive identiﬁcation of iv .
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 contains a literature review. Section 3
formalizes our setup, provides examples and further literature review, and illustrates
restrictions of the model under smoothness conditions. Section 4 establishes condi
tions for nonparametric identiﬁcation of iv . Section 5 constructively identiﬁes changes
in D and average welfare. Section 6 characterizes out-of-sample bounds using the
model. Section 7 contains an illustrative application. Section 8 concludes.

2

Literature Review

The literature on identiﬁcation is large, and so we discuss only some of the most
closely related papers. See Matzkin (2007), Matzkin (2013), and Berry and Haile
(2015b) for recent surveys.
Identiﬁcation of general simultaneous equations models with multiple endogenous
variables has been studied in Matzkin (2008), Matzkin (2015), and Berry and Haile
(2015a). The present paper diﬀers from this line of work in focusing on speciﬁc
˜ or the
features of preferences. Indeed, our identiﬁcation results do not cover M
distribution of ε. In general, we expect the distribution of ε is not identiﬁed because
we do not restriction its dimension. We instead identify a feature of its distribution in
the form of average welfare changes. A second diﬀerence is we work with conditional
means and allow for discrete Y , whereas the referenced line of work uses conditional
densities and thus requires continuous Y .
˜ (or the aggregate counterpart M ) is the
The techniques of this paper use that M
gradient of a convex function. This is a shape restriction coming from optimization.
The identifying power of shape restrictions, such as monotonicity, convexity, and ho
5

motheticity, has been demonstrated in Matzkin (1992), Matzkin (1993), and Matzkin
(1994). Using tools from convex analysis and related ﬁelds, a wave of recent papers
has leveraged the hypothesis of optimization to establish identiﬁcation. Examples
include Galichon and Salanié (2015) and Chernozhukov et al. (2014).
To our knowledge, exploiting Slutsky symmetry constitutes a new identiﬁcation tech
nique. We discuss its relationship to the special regressor (Lewbel (1998)) approach,
which has been a powerful and inﬂuential tool in the identiﬁcation literature. This
approach assumes additional separability in iv , such as that Zk enters vk in a known
way vk pXk q “ Zk ` ṽk pWk q, where Xk “ pZk , Wk q. We show in examples that when
latent variables are independent of characteristics, this structure is unnecessary.4 The
functions iv are identiﬁed not because Zk enters vk in a known way, but because Zk
is a relevant, good-speciﬁc regressor. When latent variables are independent condi
tional on certain characteristics (Lewbel (1998), Lewbel (2000)), we show in several
examples that the partial linearity of the special regressor approach can be relaxed
to additive separability, vk pXk q “ gpZk q ` ṽk pWk q, where Xk “ pZk , Wk q. This means
that Zk does not need to enter vk monotonically. Our results can be used to iden
tify g. By deﬁning Z˜k “ gpZk q, the insights of the special regressor approach can
then be readily applied to the constructed special regressor Z̃k . We thus place some
identiﬁcation results that use special regressors on ﬁrmer foundations.5
A structure similar to (1) or (2) has been widely used. We mention a few of the most
closely related papers. For ARUM, the celebrated Williams-Daly-Zachary theorem
(McFadden (1981)) states that conditional choice probabilities are the gradient of a
convex function. In a panel setting, Shi, Shum, and Song (2016) use this feature to
identify iv when it is assumed to be linear. McFadden and Fosgerau (2012) study a
representation related to (1) focusing on budget variation. Fudenberg, Iijima, and
Strzalecki (2015) study a stochastic choice model that implies (1). Chiong, Galichon,
and Shum (2016) study a structure similar to (1) in dynamic discrete choice. Roughly,
their results can be used to show that if M is known then iv is identiﬁed. Fosgerau
4

Use of the term “special regressor” has commonly been applied any setup such as vk pXk q “
Zk ` ṽk pWk q, though Lewbel (1998) is motivated by failures of independence between observable
characteristics and latent variables.
5
We discuss this in greater detail in examples. Recall we require multiple alternatives for our
nonparametric results, so we do not contribute to the special regressor technique when there is only
a single good.
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and de Palma (2015) use a special case of (1) to model and estimate demand for
diﬀerentiated products
This paper is part of a broader study of (2) and slightly more general perturbed utility
models (PUM). In Allen and Rehbeck (2016a), we show that PUM provides a setting
in which to deﬁne complementarity when prices are not available. We show in the
consumer problem that if prices were available, our deﬁnition of complementarity
would agree with the Hicksian deﬁnition stated in terms of cross-price elasticties.6
We also show an aggregation property of a class of latent utility models. We use this
result in the present paper to show that several existing latent utility models have
conditional means consistent with PUM. In Allen and Rehbeck (2016b) we study
the model specialized to stochastic choice. We show it is testable, but do not study
identiﬁcation.

3

Model and Examples

We study models in which conditional means satisfy
ErY | X “ xs P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq.

(3)

k“1

We call this the perturbed utility model (PUM). This is an average demand version
of the structure discussed in the Introduction.7 Heuristically, in the Introduction we
presented the indirect utility version of the model (the choice vector is the gradient
of a convex function), whereas here we present the direct utility version of the model.
The vector ErY | X “ xs can be interpreted as the vector of average demands for K
goods, conditional on characteristics. We can interpret B Ď RK as a ﬁxed budget.
Each good k has a dk -dimensional vector of characteristics Xk . These include goodspeciﬁc regressors as well as demographic and other individual-speciﬁc regressors.
1 1
q , which we treat as a random variable. The
We collect these in X “ pX11 , . . . , XK
1
functions iv “ pv1 , . . . , vK q shift the marginal utility of each good. The function D
6
7

A related result appears in Gentzkow (2007), but assumes there are no income eﬀects.
This is a slight generalization to allow nonunique maximizers.
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encodes substitutability/complementarity patterns between the goods. Importantly,
characteristics do not enter D.
We state the following maintained assumptions.
Assumption 1.

(i) ErY | X “ xs satisﬁes (3) for every x P supppXq.8

(ii) B is a nonempty set.
(iii) vk : Rdk Ñ R for k “ 1, . . . , K.
(iv) D : RK Ñ R Y t´8u is an extended real-valued function that is ﬁnite at some
y P B.
For some of our results, we require an additional assumption.
Assumption 2 (Unique Maximizer). For each x P supppXq,
M piv pxqq “ argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq

k“1

is a singleton.
A suﬃcient condition for Assumption 2 is that D is strictly concave and B is convex
and nonempty. Under this assumption, we can write
ErY | X “ xs “ M piv pxqq,
where M : RK Ñ RK .
We ﬁrst describe a class of latent utility models that imply (3) and then provide some
examples that ﬁt into our framework.

3.1

Examples

One possible interpretation of (3) is that the function being maximized is a utility
function for a representative agent and ErY | X “ xs is the demand for that agent.
The restrictions of this model also arise from many latent utility models. Suppose
8

The support of a random variable Z, which is denoted supppZq, is the smallest closed set K
such that P pZ P Kq “ 1.
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that the quantity vector Y satisﬁes
Y P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk pXk q ` D̃py, εq.

(4)

k“1

This is utility maximization subject to a budget constraint. The econometrician
observes characteristics Xk , but does not observe individual heterogeneity, ε, which is
˜ εq as some (possibly unknown)
possibly inﬁnite-dimensional. We can interpret Dpy,
function allowing individual heterogeneity in preferences over the goods.
Allen and Rehbeck (2016a) show that if X and ε are independent and other mild
regularity conditions hold, conditional means satisfy (3) for some D P D. The set D
denotes extended real-valued functions that are ﬁnite at some y P B and never attain
8. We will use this aggregation theorem to show several examples that ﬁt in our
framework.
The fact that vk does not contain latent variables is a key homogeneity assumption,
but this assumption is weaker than may initially appear. An equivalent restatement
of the latent utility model (4) is given by
˜ piv pXq, εq,
Y PM

(5)

˜ is the subgradient of a convex function and is derived from D
˜
where for ﬁxed ε, M
and B. (See Appendix A for details.) When there is a unique maximizer to (4),
˜ piv pXq, εq, as
the subgradient is just the derivative and we have the equality Y “ M
presented in the Introduction. The response of Y to changes in X is ﬂexible, and
can vary widely as ε varies. The core shape restriction that must hold for each ε is a
multivariate version of monotonicity. For example, for ﬁxed ε, Yk weakly increases if
vk changes, all else equal.
We now turn to speciﬁc examples. Previous work needs to specify a functional form
˜ Our results apply regardless of the form, provided certain expectations exist.
for D.
Recall that we diﬀer from previous work in that we are interested in iv , whereas
previous work is often interested in the distribution of ε. To identify this distribution,
˜ is typically needed.
more structure on D
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3.1.1

Bundles

We present a version of the model studied in Gentzkow (2007), Fox and Lazzati
(2015), and Allen and Rehbeck (2016a). Assume for simplicity that there are two
goods, and an individual can buy either 0 or 1 unit of each good. Let uj,k denote
utility obtained from quantity j of good 1 and quantity k of good 2. We assume
utilities are given by
u0,0 “ 0
u1,0 “ v1 pX1 q ` ε1,0

(6)

u0,1 “ v2 pX2 q ` ε0,1
u1,1 “ u1,0 ` u0,1 ` ε1,1 ,
where Xk is a vector of characteristics for good k. The vector ε “ pε1,0 , ε0,1 , ε1,1 q con
sists of latent random variables known to the individual but not the econometrician.
The variable ε1,1 parametrizes whether the goods are complements or substitutes.
Under the following conditions, this model ﬁts into our setup.
Lemma 3.1. Let Y P t0, 1u2 denote a utility maximizing quantity vector for (6).
Assuming X and ε are independent, Y is measurable, and ε has ﬁnite mean, then
there is some D P D such that
ErY | X “ xs P argmax

2
ÿ

yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq.

yPr0,1s2 k“1

In particular,
Dpyq “

sup

”
ı
˜
˜
E Y1 pεqε1,0 ` Y2 pεqε0,1 ` 1tỸ1 pεq “ Ỹ2 pεq “ 1uε1,1 ,

Ỹ PY:ErỸ pεqs“y

where Y is the set of measurable functions from the support of ε to t0, 1u2 .
This result uses the additive separability in (6). If similar separability is maintained,
this example can generalize to multiple goods, regardless of whether the quantities
are discrete.
Fox and Lazzati (2015) formally study identiﬁcation of this model, focusing on iden
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tiﬁcation of the distribution of ε (and other structural features not present in our
simpliﬁed model). They rely on special regressors Zk that enter vk pXk q “ Zk ` ṽpWk q
in a known way, where Xk “ pZk , Wk q. Our results show that iv can be identiﬁed
without this structure, and so we show that their insights apply to a more general
setup. Dunker, Hoderlein, and Kaido (2015) study identiﬁcation of this and related
models with linear random coeﬃcients and with endogeneity (so ε is not independent
of X).

3.1.2

Additive Random Utility Models

Additive random utility models have been widely used since the seminal work of
McFadden (1973). These models include familiar examples like logit, nested logit,
and probit. Suppose an individual chooses from a set of K alternatives (called goods
previously). Alternative k has utility given by
uk “ vk pXk q ` εk .
In an additive random utility model (ARUM), an individual’s choice satisﬁes
Y P argmax

K
ÿ

yk vk pXk q `

yPΔK´1 k“1

K
ÿ

yk εk ,

(7)

k“1

ř
where ΔK´1 “ ty P RK | K
k“1 yk “ 1, yk ě 0 @ku. We let the individual choose from
K´1
the probability simplex Δ
to handle utility ties. Typically the individual is just
picking the alternative with the highest latent utility.
We are interested in identiﬁcation of iv without specifying a distribution for the latent
variable ε “ pε1 , . . . εK q1 . Instead, we assume X and ε are independent. The following
result, with slightly stronger assumptions than we impose, is due to Hofbauer and
Sandholm (2002).
Lemma 3.2. Assume Y is consistent with (7). If ε and X are independent, Y is
measurable, and ε has ﬁnite mean, then there is some D P D such that
ErY | X “ xs P argmax

K
ÿ

yPΔK´1 k“1
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yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq.

In particular, Dpyq “ supỸ PY:ErỸ pεqs“y E

”ř

K
˜
k“1 Yk pεqεk
K´1

surable functions from the support of ε to Δ

ı
, where Y is the set of mea

.

Note we do not have to assume that εj and εk are independent for j ‰ k, and moreover
we do not have to specify a distribution for ε. Identiﬁcation of the distribution of ε
is straightforward once iv is identiﬁed.
We provide a new set of conditions for identiﬁcation of ARUM. Under the assumption
that ε and X are independent, Matzkin (1993) provides two sets of conditions to
identify iv . The ﬁrst requires that one function vk be known at a large set of points S k
such that vk pS k q “ R. This is typically interpreted as assuming vk pXk q “ Zk `ṽk pWk q
for a special regressor Zk . The second set of conditions ensures that the identiﬁcation
problem can be reduced to that of a binary choice. This is possible if there are values
of iv such that only two alternatives are chosen with positive probability. Our results
show that neither of these assumptions is necessary.
Our results do not handle general failures of independence between ε and X. We
show in Remark 2 that we can relax independence if we impose additive separability,
vk pXk q “ gpZk q ` ṽk pWk q. Suppose that conditional on pW1 , . . . , WK q, the vector
Z “ pZ1 , . . . , ZK q is independent of ε. Our results show gk is identiﬁed. By deﬁning
Z˜k “ gpZk q, we can use Z˜k as a special regressor (Lewbel (2000)) to identify ṽk .
Lemma 3.2 also rules out random coeﬃcients models, but our results may be com
bined with others to tackle such models. Matzkin (2007), Berry and Haile (2009), and
Briesch, Chintagunta, and Matzkin (2012) use special regressors to identify discrete
choice models with random coeﬃcients or other forms of nonseparable heterogeneity.
Speciﬁcally, they consider latent utilities of the form uk “ Zk ` ṽk pWk , εq. We show
how to identify g in the more general latent utility model uk “ gpZk q ` ṽk pWk , εq,
provided Z is independent of ε, conditional on W . Our results thus widen the appli
cability of these papers.9
Our results do not apply if we replace independence with conditional median restric
tions, as in the maximum score approach (Manski (1975), Manski (1985), Matzkin
(1993), Fox (2007)). Heuristically, the maximum score approach has only been shown
9

Berry and Haile (2009) mention that this can be done using the Matzkin (1993) conditions for
nonparametric identiﬁcation in ARUM. Recall we provide an alternative set of conditions to Matzkin
(1993).
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to deliver ordinal identiﬁcation of vk whereas additive, independent errors ensures
cardinal identiﬁcation of vk .

3.1.3

Expected Utility / Moral Hazard

Suppose an individual chooses a lottery Y that maximizes expected utility plus a
˜
heterogenous term D:
Y P argmax
yPB̃

K
ÿ

yk vk pXk q ` D̃py, εq.

(8)

k“1

There are K outcomes. Outcome k is a “good” treated in our general setup. In the
utility function, yk may be interpreted as the probability of outcome k. Individual
heterogeneity is represented by ε.
Agarwal and Somaini (2014) study a special case of (8) in their study of school
match. An agent chooses a report, but in equilibrium the agent knows the allocation
probabilities associated with this report. Thus, choice of report is equivalent to
choice from a set of lotteries. They assume expected utility with additive errors
˜ εq “ řK yk εk . We can interpret vk pXk q ` εk as the von Neumann
so that Dpy,
k“1
Morgenstern utility index. This index is assumed known to the individual but not
the econometrician. The budget B̃ in the latent utility speciﬁcation (8) is a ﬁnite set
of lotteries.10
With this structure, Agarwal and Somaini (2014), Section 6.2 establishes identiﬁca
tion of the distribution of ε using knowledge of B̃ and a special regressor (vk pXk q “ Xk
in their setup). We strengthen their results by showing that iv is identiﬁed without
needing a special regressor. It is possible to identify iv without knowledge of B̃, with
out observing the choice of lottery or report (many observations of ex-post assignment
is suﬃcient), and with deviations from expected utility.11 Together with the results
of Agarwal and Somaini (2014), this establishes identiﬁcation of iv and the latent
distribution of ε.12
10

This set is ﬁxed in one of their identiﬁcation approaches (Agarwal and Somaini (2014), Section

6.2).
11

These deviations could be due to costly eﬀort or hedging (Fudenberg, Iijima, and Strzalecki
(2015), Section 5.1).
12
While v is identiﬁed without needing to know the budget B̃, the results of Agarwal and Somaini
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The setup of (8) also admits a moral hazard interpretation.13 Suppose an individ
ual can exert costly eﬀort to aﬀect the probability a particular outcome is realized.
Formally, the individual chooses an eﬀort level e P E to maximize
K
ÿ

pk peqvk pXk q ´ cpippeq, εq.

k“1

The vector pipeq “ pp1 peq, . . . , pK peqq represents the probability of each outcome oc
curring given the eﬀort level. If eﬀort is unobserved, this can be written in the form
˜ “ ty | y “ ppeq for some e P Eu and D
˜ is deﬁned
of (8). The budget is given by B
˜ εq “ ´cppipeq, εq whenever y “ pipeq. If the econometrician does not observe
by Dpy,
eﬀort, then the individual’s choice of eﬀort is analogous to choice of a probability
vector.
The following result shows that (8) ﬁts into our setup.
Lemma 3.3. Assume Y is consistent with (8). If ε is independent of X, Y is mea
surable, and ErD̃pY, εq | X “ xs is ﬁnite for each x P supppXq, then there is some
D P D such that
ErY | X “ xs P argmax

K
ÿ

yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq.

yPΔK´1 k“1

We include this example to demonstrate the versatility of our setup, but it has lim
itations. Additive separability in (8) may be particularly unappealing for aggregate
data, since it implies that individuals with the same observable characteristics (which
may be part of X) have the same risk aversion iv . The model may be more appropriate
for repeated observations from the same individual. To our knowledge, the search for
an appropriate model for such data is ongoing (see Apesteguia and Ballester (2016)
and the references therein).

(2014) use knowledge of the budget to identify the distribution of ε. It is unknown whether knowledge
˜ is needed to identify the distribution of ε.
of B
13
We call this moral hazard because of the presence of costly eﬀort, but see for example Escan
ciano, Salanié, and Yıldız (2016) for a more canonical version of moral hazard.
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3.1.4

Stochastic Choice

In discrete choice models, a growing literature studies choice that is stochastic at the
individual level. One way to represent this is by
Y P argmax

K
ÿ

yk vk pXk q ` D̃py, εq,

(9)

yPΔK´1 k“1

where Y is the choice of lottery (conditional probabilities) for a speciﬁc individual (ε)
given characteristics X. The interpretation of stochastic choice as deliberate choice of
lottery is due to Machina (1985) and has received renewed theoretical and empirical
interest.14 We study this model in Allen and Rehbeck (2016b). Lemma 3.3 shows (9)
this model ﬁts into our setup once we integrate out ε.
Choice may be stochastic because it is costly to make or implement a decision (Matts
son and Weibull (2002)). For a “trembling hand” example (Selten (1975)), suppose
that an individual chooses the alternative with highest index vk˚ pXk˚ q a fraction p1´εq
of the time, and otherwise uniformly randomizes over the remaining alternatives. The
variable ε is speciﬁc to the individual and can be thought of as a probabilistic chance
of making a mistake. This is a special case of p9q if we set

D̃py, εq “

$
&0

if Dk s.t. yk “ 1 ´ ε and yj “

%´8

otherwise

ε
K´1

for j ‰ k

.15

The representation (9) can capture other forms of costly optimization, preference for
variety, and ambiguity aversion arising from uncertainty over the true utility of a
good (Fudenberg, Iijima, and Strzalecki (2015)). A related setup has been used to
model rational inattention (Matejka and McKay (2014), Caplin and Dean (2015)).
One qualitative feature allowed in (9) is a form of complementarity. For example, vk
can increase due to a change in xk , and the conditional probability of choosing some
other alternative can increase. This behavior may be natural in a model of mistakes
14

Recent work includes Cerreia-Vioglio, Dillenberger, Ortoleva, and Riella (2015) and Agranov
and Ortoleva (2015).
15
˜ to take on value
Note that Lemma 8 requires that ErD̃pY, εq | X “ xs be ﬁnite. This allows D
´8 since Y is a choice. We include this function for motivation, but note that it is not formally
covered by our identiﬁcation results. If we smooth it slightly, our identiﬁcation results apply.
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or preference for variety. Complementarity is formally ruled out in ARUM. See Allen
and Rehbeck (2016a) for a further discussion of complementarity.
In practice, we may not observe the choice of lottery Y , only the realizations of
the lottery (i.e. the actual choices). Observing only realizations is suﬃcient for our
identiﬁcation results, since we only need the vector of conditional choice probabilities,
ErY | X “ xs.
Remark 1. Shi et al. (2016) study identiﬁcation of ARUM in a panel setting when iv is
linear. Theorem H.1 shows that their identiﬁed set uses (only) the implications of the
more general perturbed stochastic choice model discussed in this section. Thus, our
results can be seen as a nonparametric counterpart to their identiﬁcation results.16
We note that in addition to linearity, they impose vk does not depend on k. This
imposes an a priori common scale of vk with respect to characteristics. While this is
a common assumption in discrete choice models, one message of the present paper is
that this is not necessary.

3.2

Model Structure

We now show how PUM implies analogous of the Slutsky restrictions. This helps
illustrate the structure of the model and provides a foundation for our identiﬁcation
results. Recall that under Assumption 2, ErY | X “ xs “ M piv pxqq for some M . Let
Jpvq denote the Jacobian matrix of M pvq, which has k, f element equal to BMBvktpvq .
Proposition 3.1 (“Slutsky Conditions”). Let Assumption 1 and 2 hold. Assume M
is continuously diﬀerentiable in a neighborhood of v with Jacobian matrix Jpvq. Then
(i) u1 Jpvqu ě 0, @u P RK .
(ii) Jk,e pvq “ Je,k pvq for k, f “ 1, . . . , K.
We refer to (i) as positive semi-deﬁniteness and (ii) as symmetry. Symmetry provides
a cross-equation equality that will be the foundation for our identiﬁcation results.
Symmetry follows from the fact that when Jpvq exists, it is the Hessian of a convex
function. We provide a binary choice example further illustrating why symmetry
16

In light of their work, it is likely that our results may be combined with theirs to deliver
nonparametric identiﬁcation for certain grouped (e.g. panel) data.
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appears. This is a special case of ARUM (Section 3.1.2).
Example 1 (Binary Choice). Suppose that there are only two goods. In addition,
assume pε1 , ε2 q is independent of X and has a continuous density. Then conditional
on characteristics, the probability of choosing good 1 is given by
ErY1 | X “ xs “ P pv1 px1 q ` ε1 ą v2 px2 q ` ε2 | X “ xq
“ F pv1 px1 q ´ v2 px2 qq,
where F denotes the cumulative distribution function of ε2 ´ ε1 . Similarly,
ErY2 | X “ xs “ 1 ´ F pv1 px1 q ´ v2 px2 qq.
If we write
ErY | X “ xs “ M piv pxqq “ pF pv1 px1 q ´ v2 px2 qq, 1 ´ F pv1 px1 q ´ v2 px2 qqq1 ,
we can easily see that
BM2 pvq
BM1 pvq
“
.
Bv 2
Bv 1
If in addition pε1 , ε2 q has a strictly positive density, these partial derivatives are
strictly negative.

4

Identiﬁcation of iv

This section provides conditions under which iv is nonparametrically identiﬁed. We
treat D (and M ) as an unknown function. We assume knowledge of ErY | X “ xs
over x P supppXq. This is because we aim to understand whether iv can be uniquely
determined with ideal, population-level information. Thus, we abstract from sampling
error. One can think of knowledge of ErY | X “ xs as obtained from an “inﬁnite”
number of independent and identically distributed draws of pY, Xq.
Our results require that each good has a continuous regressor that is excluded from the
other equations. To formalize this, recall Xk is a dk -dimensional vector of character
istics for good k. Partition each such vector into Xk “ pZk1 , W 1 q1 . The dzk -dimensional
vector Zk contains regressors that are excluded from the function ve for f ‰ k. We re
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quire dkz ą 0. The dw -dimensional vector W contains characteristics that are common
across goods, such as socioeconomic characteristics.
For a discrete choice example, suppose the K goods are modes of transportation.
Interpret ErY | X “ xs as the probability distribution of choosing the goods, con
ditional on observable characteristics. Let k “ 1 denote “bus.” The vector Z1 may
include bus fare and the number of bus lines. The vector W may include regressors
that could aﬀect the desirability of several (or all) goods, such as an individual’s
income.
In order to identify iv we require a normalization. Let c P Rk and let λ ą 0 be a
scalar. Then we have the equality
argmax
yPB

K
ÿ
k“1

yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq “ argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

˜
yk pλvk pxk q ` ck q `

λDpyq ´

k“1

K
ÿ

¸
y k ck

.

k“1

(10)
Because we do not specify D, identiﬁcation requires two normalizations, to handle
both λ and c. This is because if iv is consistent with the model, then λiv ` c is as
well. We provide conditions under which iv is identiﬁed up to a multiplicative scale
normalization and additive location normalization.
Identiﬁcation of iv is established as follows. First, we assume all characteristics are
continuous and that there are no common characteristics, i.e. dw “ 0. Using the
analogue of Slutsky symmetry, we constructively identify iv up to a location/scale
normalization. We then leverage this analysis to identify iv when dw ą 0.

4.1

Identiﬁcation for Good-Speciﬁc Regressors

We ﬁrst provide identiﬁcation results if each regressor shows up in exactly one index
vk . Speciﬁcally, we treat the case dw “ 0 in this section. These results hold as well if
we condition on a ﬁxed value w of common characteristics. We will use this fact to
identify iv when there are common characteristics.
We provide an informal sketch how we use symmetry for identiﬁcation. For simplicity
suppose that xk is a scalar for k “ 1, . . . , K. Under smoothness conditions, for
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arbitrary k, f,

ˇ
BErYk | X “ xs
BMk pvq ˇˇ
Bve pxe q
“
,
ˇ
Bv e v“vvpxq Bxe
Bxe

(11)

from the chain rule. This relies on the fact that xe is excluded from vj p¨q for j ‰ f.
Secondly, xe must be continuous so we can take a derivative. An analogous equa
tion holds for k and f interchanged. Assuming all involved derivatives are nonzero,
combining (11) with symmetry of cross-partials of M (Proposition 3.1(ii)), we obtain
BErYk | X “ xs
Bxe

O

BErYe | X “ xs
Bve pxe q
“
Bxk
Bxe

O
Bvk pxk q
.
Bxk

(12)

Thus, we identify the ratio of two speciﬁc partial derivatives of iv at points xe and xk .
We now consider the general case where xk is not a scalar and formalize the arguments
leading to (12). We only need (12) to hold at certain points. We thus make explicit
the points of evaluation of partial derivatives. We maintain Assumption 2 to state
the following deﬁnition.
ˇ
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇ
tq ˇ
and
are paired if they exist
Deﬁnition 1 (Pairs). Say that BvBxt px
ˇ
Bxk,q ˇ
˚
˚
t,p
xt “xt

and the following conditions hold.

1

xk “xk

1

(i) There exists a known value x˚ “ px˚1 , . . . , x˚K q1 P supppXq that has f-th compo
nent x˚e and k-th component x˚k .
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
BErYk |X“xs ˇ
(ii) BErYBxt |X“xs
and
ˇ
ˇ ˚ exist.
Bxt,p
k,q
˚
x“x

x“x

(iii) M is continuously diﬀerentiable in a neighborhood of iv px˚ q.
ˇ
ˇ
(iv) BMBvk pvqs
‰ 0.
ˇ
t
˚
v“vv px q

ˇ

If in addition
paired.

Bvt pxt q ˇ
Bxt,p ˇ

ˇ

xt “xt˚

and

Bvk pxk q ˇ
Bxk,q ˇ
xk “xk˚

ˇ

One important fact is that if

are nonzero, we say that they are strictly

ˇ

Bvt pxt q ˇ
kq ˇ
and BvBxk px
are paired, then either
ˇ
Bxt,p ˇ
˚
k,q
xt “xt
xk “x˚
k
x˚e “ x˚k . This is because of part (i). In particular, if

f ‰ k or the values are equal,
K “ 1, then in order for partial derivatives to be paired, they must be evaluated at
the same arguments.

Part (i) is stated in terms of x˚ being known so that (in principle) we know precisely
19

where to evaluate derivatives of conditional means. Part (ii) is a support condition.
In order for these derivatives to exist, we need to be able to continuously vary xk,q
and xe,p separately from the other characteristics. Part (iii) ensures symmetry,
ˇ
ˇ
BMe pvq ˇˇ
BMk pvq ˇˇ
“
Bv e ˇv“vvpx˚ q
Bv k ˇv“vvpx˚ q
Part (iv) is a behavioral restriction. It requires that if good f becomes more attractive,
there need to be “spillovers” to good k. These occur precisely when goods satisfy a
local form of substitutability or complementarity.17
Proposition 4.1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold
ˇ and assume xe,p
ˇ and xk,q are regresBvt pxt q ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇ
sors speciﬁc to f and k, respectively. If Bxt,p ˇ
and Bxk,q ˇ
are paired and
xt “xt˚
xk “xk˚
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇ
‰ 0, there is some known x˚ P supppXq such that
Bxk,q ˇ
˚
xk “xk

O
O
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
Bve pxe q ˇˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇˇ
BErYk | X “ xs ˇˇ
BErYe | X “ xs ˇˇ
,
ˇ ˚
ˇ ˚ “ Bxe,p ˇ
Bxe,p
Bxk,q ˇxk “x˚
Bxk,q
x“x
x“x
xt “x˚
t

k

(13)
where x˚e and xk˚ are components of x˚ speciﬁc to goods f and k, respectively, and
BErYe | X “ xs{Bxk,q |x“x˚ ‰ 0. In particular, the right hand side of (13) is identiﬁed.
It is noteworthy that the left hand side of (13) involves the characteristics for all goods
x˚ , whereas the right hand side only involves the characteristics for alternatives f and
k. This suggests the equality could potentially be used to perform a speciﬁcation
test.18
This result tells us that a derivative ratio can be identiﬁed by comparing two goods
at a time. Identiﬁcation is established by varying good-speciﬁc regressors. We will
leverage this result to identify iv by using the ideas of the following lemma, which is
a consequence of the fundamental theorem of calculus.
17

See Allen and Rehbeck (2016a) for more discussion of complementarity and substitutatibility
in these models.
18
For stochastic choice, when X is discrete and takes on ﬁnitely many values, Allen and Rehbeck
(2016b) characterize the complete testable implications of the model. An interesting question is
whether an alternative characterization of the testable implications can be given when X is contin
uous and smoothness conditions hold.
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Lemma 4.1. Let f : R Ñ R and g : R Ñ R be diﬀerentiable and deﬁne
O
Bf paq
hpa, bq “
Ba

Bgpbq
Bb

whenever
the denominator is nonzero. If hp¨, b˚ q exists and is known for a ﬁxed b˚ ,
ˇ
Bgpbq ˇ
“ 1, and f p0q “ 0, then f is identiﬁed. In particular,
Bb ˇ
˚
b“b

ż a˚
˚

hpa, b˚ qda.

f pa q “
0

This lemma can be applied as well to identify g once f is identiﬁed. The multivariate
extension is immediate. In our setting, f paq and gpbq are replaced by ve pxe q and
vk pxk q. The function h is replaced by derivative ratios of conditional means.19
The following
theorem ˇis our main result. Its assumptions ensure that the points
ˇ
Bvt pxt q ˇ
kq ˇ
and BvBxk px
are paired whenever j ‰ f and these derivatives are
ˇ
Bxt,p ˇ
˚
˚
k,q
xt “xt

xk “xk

nonzero. Identiﬁcation of iv follows using Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.1.
Theorem 4.1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, assume all regressors are good-speciﬁc,
and assume K ě 2. Assume X has full support,20 iv is diﬀerentiable, iv psupppXqq “
RK ,21 and M is continuously diﬀerentiable with nonzero cross-partial derivatives.
Then iv “ pv1 , . . . , vK q is identiﬁed under the following normalization:
ˇ
kq ˇ
i. (Scale) BvBxk px
P t´1, 1u for a tuple pk, q, x˚k q.
ˇ
˚
k,q
xk “xk

ii. (Location) ve p0dt q “ 0 for each f “ 1, . . . , K, where 0dt denotes a de -dimensional
vector of zeros.
In light of (10), the scale and location normalization cannot be weakened without fur
ther restrictions on D.22 To obtain identiﬁcation with this normalization, the model
19

We contrast this result with what could be obtained if we knew f “ g but only observed h at
points a “ b. In this case, we could only identify f up to a monotonic transformation.
20
That is, supppXq “ Rd1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ RdK . We assume X has full support to identify v over its entire
domain.
21
This assumption allows us to rule out boundary issues. We expect it can be relaxed to the
assumption that v psupppXqq is convex with nonempty interior but do not provide details. See
Appendix G for a result that signiﬁcantly weakens the assumptions of Theorem 4.1.
22
Though other normalizations could ensure identiﬁcation. An example would be replacing the
scale normalization with |vk px˚k q| “ 1, provided this value is nonzero and x˚k ‰ 0dk .
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needs to involve multiple goods in a non-trivial way. If K “ 1 or there is no comple
mentarity/substitutability across goods, the best we can hope for is identiﬁcation of
vk up to a monotonic transformation. See Remark H.1.
As a corollary of Theorem 4.1, we provide new conditions for identiﬁcation of additive
random utility models. The theorem readily applies because in ARUM, all crosspartials of M are nonpositive. Under mild conditions, the cross-partials are strictly
negative.
Corollary 4.1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 hold and assume K ě 2. Suppose
X has full support, iv is diﬀerentiable, iv psupppXqq “ RK , and ε has a density that is
everywhere positive and continuously diﬀerentiable. We maintain the assumption that
all regressors are good-speciﬁc. Then the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisﬁed. In
particular, iv is nonparametricially identiﬁed up to a location and scale normalization.
The assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are overly strong in some contexts. In particular,
it is not innocuous to assume that all cross-partials of M are everywhere nonzero.
In ARUM, having everywhere nonzero cross-partials implies choice probabilities are
always on the interior of the simplex. More generally, having nonzero cross-partials
implies goods can never switch from being complements to being substitutes, since
this would imply a cross-partial derivative is zero somewhere by continuity. In Ap
pendix G, we show identiﬁcation of iv under a weaker set of assumptions that can
accomodate these cases. The basic idea is that we can use Proposition 4.1 to iden
tify derivative ratios of components of iv . We can multiply these derivative ratios to
identify new derivative ratios. If all derivative ratios of iv can be identiﬁed, we then
identify iv up to location and scale by the mean value theorem.
Remark 2 (Special Regressors). Our results can be combined with insights of the
special regressor (Lewbel (1998)) approach to relax independence conditions in some
of our motivating examples. For concreteness, consider the discrete choice setting
with latent utility for alternative k given by
uk “ gk pXk,1 q ` ṽk pXk,´1 q ` εk ,

(14)

where Xk,1 is a scalar and Xk,´1 collects components of Xk other than Xk,1 . We
assume (14) holds for each k “ 1, . . . , K. We also assume each Xk,1 is continuous. The
canonical version of the special regressor approach imposes the additional assumption
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that gk is the identity mapping. This implies that Xk,1 enters vk monotonically and
that Xk,1 and εk are in the same units.
We can relax independence between characteristics and unobservables to a condi
tional independence condition. Speciﬁcally, suppose that X1 “ pX1,1 , . . . , XK,1 q and
ε “ pε1 , . . . , εK q are independent, conditional on X´1 “ pX1,´1 , . . . , XK,´1 q. Then
conditioning on X´1 “ x´1 , Lemma 3.2 applies to yield
E rY | X1 “ x1 , X´1 “ x´1 s “ argmax

K
ÿ

yk gk pxk,1 q ` Dpy, x´1 q

yPΔK´1 k“1

for some D. (The maximizer is unique under mild conditions.) Note that x´1 enters
D. By ﬁxing x´1 and varying x1 , Theorem 4.1 provides conditions under which gk p¨q
is identiﬁed for each k.23 Conditions from Lewbel (2000) or the subsequent literature
can then be used to identify ṽk .
Remark 3 (Invertibility). While the Jacobian of M is assumed to exist at certain
points, we do not place invertibility restrictions on it. Thus, we are not using the
inverse function theorem for any of the results in this section.

4.2

Identiﬁcation for Common Characteristics

In this section we provide identiﬁcation results when there are discrete characteristics
or characteristics that are not good-speciﬁc. We require that each good has at least
one good-speciﬁc, continuous regressor. All other characteristics can be discrete.
Recall we assume Xk “ pZk1 , W 1 q1 , where W consists of characteristics that are
common across alternatives, and Zk consists of regressors that may ´be speciﬁc ¯to
1
p1q1
p2q1
alternative k. To state the following assumption, partition Zk “ Zk , Zk
.
p1q

Think of Zk as a subvector of continuous regressors speciﬁc to good k.
¯1
´
pmq1
pmq1
pmq
Z
“ Z1 , . . . , ZK
for m “ 1, 2.
` 1 ˘1
`
˘
Assumption 3. There exists a known z̃ p2q , w̃1 P supp Z p2q , W such that
23

Let

To apply our results, a location and scale assumption is needed for gk . It is important to note
that a scale assumption such as gk1 p0q P t´1, 1u must hold for arbitrary conditioning values x´1 .
Thus, while imposing gk1 p0q P t´1, 1u is weaker than assuming gk pXk,1 q “ Xk,1 as in Lewbel (2000),
it may not be an “innocous” normalization.
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`
`
˘
˘
i. iv supp Z p1q | Z p2q “ z̃ p2q , W “ w̃ , z̃ p2q , w̃ “ iv psupppZ, W qq.
`
˘
`
˘
ii. iv z p1q , z̃ p2q , w̃ is identiﬁed for each z p1q P supp Z p1q | Z p2q “ z̃ p2q , W “ w̃ .
` 1 ˘1
Part (i) states that conditional on a value z̃ p2q , w̃1 , Z p1q can move suﬃciently to
trace out the variation in iv . This is a relevance and support condition. Under
Assumption 2, (i) is equivalent to assuming that for each pz 1 , w1 q1 P supppZ, W q,
there exists z̃ p1q P supppZ p1q | Z p2q “ z̃ p2q , W “ w̃q such that
ErY | Z “ z, W “ ws “ ErY | Z “ z,
˜ W “ ws,
˜
1

1

where z̃ “ pz̃ p1q , z̃ p2q q1 . Suﬃcient conditions for (ii) are given in Theorem 4.1. Recall
that the results of the theorem go through conditional on Z p2q “ z̃ p2q , W “ w̃.
For the following theorem, deﬁne

DB pyq “

$
&Dpyq

if y P B

%´8

otherwise

.

Theorem 4.2. Let Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold. Assume D is concave and B
is convex. If the derivative of DB exists at ErY | Z “ z, W “ ws and pz, wq P
supppZ, W q, then iv pz, wq is identiﬁed.
The assumptions on DB are used to establish that
ErY | Z “ z, W “ ws “ ErY | Z “ z,
˜ W “ ws
˜ ùñ ivpz, wq “ ivp˜
z, wq.
˜

(15)

From this implication we identify iv pz, wq by “matching” it with a value iv pz,
˜ w̃q that
is already identiﬁed. With the maintained assumptions that D is concave and B
is convex, diﬀerentiability is actually necessary for this implication without further
restrictions on the parameter space for iv . This is formalized in Proposition I.1.
Remark 4. Concavity of D is innocuous on its own (see Theorem H.1), but places
restrictions when combined with diﬀerentiability. Diﬀerentiability of DB at ErY |
Z “ z, W “ ws implies this value cannot be on the boundary of B. In particular,
diﬀerentiability requires that B have a nonempty interior when viewed as a subset of
RK . This rules out the probability simplex. However, the theorem can be extended
to handle the probability simplex after a change of variables. This can be done with
24

the normalization v1 p¨q “ 0, which is sensible if the ﬁrst good is an outside option
such as “buy nothing.” With this normalization, the problem can be reparametrized
to eliminate the ﬁrst good. See Appendix I.1 for more details.

5

Identiﬁcation of D and Welfare Changes

We now study identiﬁcation of D, assuming iv is identiﬁed from our previous results.
When these are both identiﬁed, many counterfactual questions can be answered. Sec
ondly, D provides information on the complementarity/substitutability in the model,
and so is of interest in its own right.
To study welfare, deﬁne the social surplus function (McFadden (1978))
#
V pxq “ sup
yPB

K
ÿ

+
yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq .

k“1

This function has been widely use to quantify welfare changes in a discrete choice envi
ronment (Small and Rosen (1981)).24 In ARUM, V pxq “ Ermaxk tvk pXk q ` εk u | X “
xs. Allen and Rehbeck (2016a) show that for a class of latent utility models (which
includes our examples), V may interpreted as the average indirect utility function for
optimizing agents, once latent variables have been integrated out. Alternative objects
may be more natural measures of welfare. In discrete choice, if D arises purely due
ř
to costly optimization for an individual, then diﬀerences in K
k“1 ErYk | X “ xsvk pxk q
for diﬀerent choices of x may be welfare relevant. We will refer to V as a welfare
measure, with the caveat that its interpretation depends on the context.
The units of V are “utils,” but utils can be converted to characteristics because iv
is assumed known. For example, if price enters as a characteristic (as is common in
discrete choice models that assume away income eﬀects), then diﬀerences in V can
be converted to dollars.

24

See also Bhattacharya (2015). The results of Bhattacharya (2015) do not apply to the general
setting we consider.
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The functions V and D are linked by the identity
V pxq “

K
ÿ

ErYk | X “ xsvk pxk q ` DpErY | X “ xsq,

(16)

k“1

which follows from the fact that ErY | X “ xs is a maximizer. We will state results
in terms of diﬀerences in V and D, depending on which is more convenient.
In order to characterize what can be learned about D, we will use the following
inequality, which follows from writing the necessary conditions for optimality:
DpErY | X “ x̃sq ´ DpErY | X “ xsq ď pErY | X “ xs ´ ErY | X “ x̃sq1 vpxq. (17)
Remark 5 (Normalizations). Nonparametric identiﬁcation of iv requires a location
and scale normalization, as shown in (10). The results in this section are speciﬁc
to a particular normalization. The scale normalization aﬀects the bounds on both
D and V , and the eﬀect of the scale is easy to see. A less transparent fact is that
the location normalization only aﬀects the bounds on D, not V . For example if we
normalize iv px˚ q “ 0K , where 0K is vector of zeros of length K, then from (17) we
have
(18)
DpErY | X “ x̃sq ´ DpErY | X “ x˚ sq ď 0
for any x̃ P supppXq. This tells us that the highest value of D is obtained at the point
where we normalize iv p¨q “ 0K . Fortunately, the particular location normalization will
not aﬀect identiﬁcation of diﬀerences in V . This is shown in the integral representation
in Theorem 5.2.

5.1

Partial Identiﬁcation of D and Welfare Changes

We ﬁrst provide bounds on the diﬀerences of certain values of D. Recall these bounds
immediately give bounds on diﬀerences in V by (16). The bounds are sharp if we
only know that D P D, i.e. D is ﬁnite at some y P B and never attains ´8.
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Let x0 , . . . , xS be a sequence of points in supppXq. By summing up (17), we obtain
DpErY | X “ xS s´DpErY | X “ x0 sq ď
S´1
ÿ

pErY | X “ xs s ´ ErY | X “ xs`1 sq1iv pxs q.

(19)

s“0

We need a bit more notation to present a strengthening of this bound. For x, x̃ P
supppXq, let Cpx, x̃q be the set of ﬁnite sequences in supppXq that begin at x and
end at x̃. Deﬁne
#
+
S´1
ÿ
ΔDpx, x̃q “ inf
inf
pErY | X “ xs s ´ ErY | X “ xs`1 sq1ivpxs q
S txs uS
s“0 ĎCpx,x̃q

s“0

#
ΔDpx, x̃q “ sup
S

sup
txs uS
s“0 ĎCpx,x̃q

S´1
ÿ

+
pErY | X “ xs s ´ ErY | X “ xs`1 sq1ivpxs`1 q .

s“0

By (19), we obtain that for arbitrary x, x̃ P supppXq,
ΔDpx, x̃q ď DpErY | X “ x̃sq ´ DpErY | X “ xsq ď ΔDpx, x̃q.

(20)

We formalize below that these bounds are sharp if D is only restricted to satisfy
D P D. Note we do not assume a unique maximizer. This is for technical reasons.25
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Assumption 1 holds, iv is known, and x, x̃ P supppXq. Then
˜ P D such that
there exists a function D
D̃pErY | X “ x̃sq ´ D̃pErY | X “ xsq “ ΔDpx, x̃q
and
@x P supppXq, ErY | X “ xs P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk pxk q ` D̃pyq.

k“1

An analogous statement holds for ΔDpx, x̃q.

25

The bounds still hold with the additional restriction of a unique maximizer. Studying sharpness
is technically challenging because one must work with strict inequalities.
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To bound diﬀerences in V , we can use (16) to obtain,
˜
V px̃q ´ V pxq “

K
ÿ

ErYk | X “ x̃svk px̃k q ´

k“1

K
ÿ

¸
ErYk | X “ xsvk pxk q

k“1

` pDpErY | X “ x̃sq ´ DpErY | X “ xsqq .
Theorem 5.1 shows diﬀerences in D are bounded by D and D, which then bound
diﬀerences in V .

5.2

Point Identiﬁcation of D and Welfare Changes

In this section we establish point identiﬁcation of diﬀerences in D and V . We ﬁrst
deﬁne the iv -subdiﬀerential of V at x:
Bv V pxq “ tu P Rk | @˜
x, V p˜
xq ´ V pxq ě u ¨ pivp˜
xq ´ iv pxqqu.
It can be shown that
ErY | X “ xs P Bv V pxq.

(21)

If Bv V pxq is a singleton, then
ErY | X “ xs “ M piv pxqq,
as used previously. The following result identiﬁes diﬀerences in V and D by “inte
grating” (21).
Theorem 5.2. Let Assumption 1 hold. Assume iv is known, V is everywhere ﬁnite,
and let x0 , x1 P supppXq. Suppose there is a function xptq such that iv pxptqq “ tiv px1 q`
p1 ´ tqiv px0 q and xptq P supppXq for t P r0, 1s. Then
V px1 q ´ V px0 q
and
DpErY | X “ x1 sq ´ DpErY | X “ x0 sq
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are identiﬁed. In particular,
ż1
1

0

ErY | X “ xptqs ¨ piv px1 q ´ iv px0 qqdt.

V px q ´ V px q “
0

This result shows that conditional means are suﬃcient for identiﬁcation of average
welfare. (Recall V may be interpreted as the average indirect utility function in many
examples.) The integral representation of V is analogous to changes in consumer
surplus in the standard consumer problem. It is also closely related to the revenue
equivalence theorem (Riley and Samuelson (1981), Myerson (1981)).
Corollary 5.1. Let Assumption 1 hold. Assume iv is identiﬁed and the set iv psupppXqq
is convex. Then for every x0 , x1 P supppXq,
V px1 q ´ V px0 q
and
DpErY | X “ x1 sq ´ DpErY | X “ x0 sq
are identiﬁed.
Remark 6. These results only identify diﬀerences in D for points in tErY | X “
xsuxPsupppXq . The set tErY | X “ xsuxPsupppXq need not be convex even under the
assumptions of Corollary 5.1.

5.3

Direct Identiﬁcation of Welfare Changes

The previous results in this section use two steps. They rely on the fact that iv has ﬁrst
been identiﬁed, and then use this to identify or bound diﬀerences in D and welfare
changes. In this section we provide an explicit one-step mapping from conditional
means to welfare. For brevity, we provide an informal outline how to leverage our
previous results.
For notational simplicitly we assume each good has one characteristic, i.e. dk “ 1.
The following proposition follows from the integral representation in Theorem 5.2.
Proposition 5.1. Assume dk “ 1 for each k. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and
assume V and iv are diﬀerentiable. Let x be in the interior of supppXq. Then for
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each f,
BV pxq
Bve pxe q
.
“ ErYe | X “ xs
Bxe
Bxe

(22)

Proposition 4.1 provides conditions under which
BErYk | X “ xs
Bxe

O

BErYe | X “ xs
Bve pxe q
“
Bxk
Bxe

O
Bvk pxk q
.
Bxk

Combining this with (22) we have for each f that,
BErYk |X“xs

BV pxq
Bvk pxk q
Bx
.
“ ErYe | X “ xs BErY |Xt “xs
t
Bxk
Bxe
Bxk

By integrating over xe (other characteristics ﬁxed), this equality identiﬁes diﬀerences
k pxk q
in V up to the scale term BvBx
. This scale term has the interpretation as a conversion
k
rate between utils and characteristic xk .

6

Counterfactual Bounds

While complete knowledge of iv and D can answer many counterfactual questions,
it may be unreasonable to assume these are both identiﬁed. Instead, in this sec
tion we only assume iv is identiﬁed and characterize the out-of-sample restrictions
of the model.26 This exercise is in the spirit of Blundell, Browning, and Crawford
(2003). Nontrivial out-of-sample restrictions are possible because the model contains
a nonparametric shape restriction akin to monotonicity.
We are formally interested in the set
argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk px0k q ` Dpyq,

(23)

k“1

where x0 R supppXq.27 We denote the restrictions on this set by providing bounds on
26

In practice, knowledge of v typically requires extrapolation such as assuming v belongs to a
parametric class of functions.
27
We implicitly assume the argmax set is nonempty.
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a generic element of it, denoted m̃px0 q. We do not assume (23) is a singleton.
For a simple version of the bounds on m̃px0 q, suppose K “ 1. Sharp bounds are given
by
sup

ErY | X “ xe s ď m̃px0 q

xt PsupppXq:vv pxt qăvv px0 q

(24)
ď

inf

xu PsupppXq:vv pxu qąvv px0 q

ErY | X “ xu s.

Thus in the univariate case, the restrictions of the model are monotonicity restrictions.
The following proposition characterizes the sharp bounds in the general setting (K ě
1), provided the only thing we know about D is D P D.
Theorem 6.1 (Sharp Out-of-Sample Bounds). Let Assumption 1 hold, assume iv is
known, and assume D P D. Let x0 R supppXq and assume
m̃px0 q P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk px0k q ` Dpyq.

k“1

Then the most that can be said about m̃px0 q is the following: m̃px0 q P B and for every
integer S, and sequence x1 . . . , xS´1 of points in supppXq,
m̃px0 q1 piv px0 q ´ iv pxS´1 qq ě ErY | X “ x1 s1iv px0 q ´ ErY | X “ xS´1 siv pxS´1 q
S´2
ÿ

´

pErY | X “ xs s ´ ErY | X “ xs`1 sq1ivpxs q.

(25)

s“1

When supppXq is ﬁnite, the counterfactual restrictions on m̃px0 q are given by a ﬁnite
set of linear inequalities. This is because each cycle constitutes a linear restriction
and there are ﬁnitely many such cycles. The number of cycles grows quickly, however,
and so directly operationalizing these inequalities can be computationally expensive.
Remark 7. While the focus of our analysis is on identiﬁcation, this theorem has some
practical implications. Suppose we have an estimate of iv over its entire domain.
Suppose we also have estimates of ErY | X “ xs for values of x in a user-chosen
set. To apply Theorem 6.1, the estimates of iv and ErY | X “ xs must be consistent
with the restrictions of the model. Otherwise, restrictions like (25) would rule out
any possible conjectured value of m̃px0 q. This highlights a potential advantage of
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using shape-restricted estimation methods: if estimates of iv and ErY | X “ xs are
constrained to satisfy the restrictions of the model, then Theorem 6.1 can directly be
used to provide counterfactual bounds.

7

Application

Nonparametric estimation enforcing all of the constraints of the model is computa
tionally challenging and is left for future work. The fundamental problem is enforcing
the constraint that the Jacobian of M is everywhere positive semideﬁnite, which is
a continuum of constraints. We are pursuing a computationally feasible estimation
approach in ongoing work.
One convenient feature for discrete choice is that a semiparametric model can be used
for maximum-likelihood-based inference. Speciﬁcally, set
ErY | X “ xs “ P piv pxq, λq,
where Y is a vector of indicators, and P now replaces the notation M to highlight that
conditional means are conditional probabilities. The index functions iv are nonpara
metric, and λ is a ﬁnite-dimensional parameter that determines the mapping from
the index to the conditional mean. By an appropriate choice of P , enforcing all of the
constraints is straightforward. We will illustrate this with the paired combinatorial
model (PCL) (Chu (1981), Chu (1989), Koppelman and Wen (2000)). We choose
this model because it allows us to provide a parametric test of ARUM (Section 3.1.2)
against the strictly more general perturbed stochastic choice model (Section 3.1.4).
Violations of ARUM occur precisely when stochastic complementarity can occur.

7.1

Paired Combinatorial Logit

First we describe PCL. This model generalizes logit and allows pairs of alternatives
to be in the same nest, with a parameter controlling substitution patterns within
the nest. This model consists of an individual ﬁrst choosing a pair according to a
logit-like formula, and then second choosing an alternative within this pair according
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to another logit-like formula. Speciﬁcally, the model can be written
Pk pv, λq “

ÿ

Pk|jk pv, λqPjk pv, λq,

j‰k

where

evk {λjk
evj {λjk ` evk {λjk
denotes the probability of choosing k conditional on choosing the nest jk, and
Pk|jk pv, λq “

pevj {λjk ` evk {λjk qλjk
Pjk pv, λq “ řK´1 řK
v t {λtm ` ev t {λtm qλtm
e“1
m“e`1 pe
denotes the probability of choosing nest jk. Combining these, choice probabilities are
given by,
ř
v k {λjk v j {λjk
pe
` evk {λjk qλjk ´1
j‰k e
Pk pv, λq “ řK´1 řK
.
(26)
v t {λtm ` ev t {λtm qλtm
e“1
m“e`1 pe
We see that this model reduces to logit when each of the nesting parameters λjk
equals 1.
The model is perhaps best understood by the substitution patterns it allows. Higher
values of λjk denote less substitutability between j and k. If λjk ą 1 and there are
at least 3 alternatives, this model allows complementarity
BPk pv, λq
ą0
Bv j
for certain values of v (with j ‰ k). This is ruled out in ARUM, but is allowed in
the perturbed utility model. The following result shows that this model is a strict
generalization of ARUM if the parameter space is enlarged to allow λjk ą 1. We show
a similar result for nested logit in Allen and Rehbeck (2016a).
Proposition 7.1. Let iv psupppXqq “ Rk . Then PCL is consistent with ARUM if and
only if 0 ă λjk ď 1 for each pair jk. PCL is consistent with PUM if 0 ă λjk .
The proposition is proven by showing that for ﬁxed λ, P pv, λq is the gradient of a
convex function
The threshold λjk ď 1 allows us to construct a simple parametric test of ARUM
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versus PUM. Formally, we can test
H0 : 0 ă λjk ď 1 for each pair

7.2

Ha : λjk ą 1 for some pair.

Data Description

To test H0 we use data from Louviere et al. (2013) on pizza choice. This is a statedpreference, panel dataset collected from an opt-in web survey. Each individual is
randomized to a design, and faces either 16 or 32 decisions in that design.
An individual faces 5 alternatives for each decision. The alternatives are ordered left
to right. Each alternatives speciﬁes the values of the diﬀerent characteristics (price,
brand, number of toppings, etc.). We treat alternative k (or good k in our general
setup) as the alternative in the k-th position.
In the survey, diﬀerent individuals are shown diﬀerent characteristics. For example,
some individuals never see the delivery time. We include the characteristics that are
available for all individuals: price ($12-$18 Australian dollars), number of toppings
(up to 4), dummies for brand, whether the pizza comes with a free drink, and whether
it comes with free dessert. These characteristics will shift the values of vk pxk q, which
we will use to identify the nesting parameters λ.

7.3

Identiﬁcation and Normalizations

Recall our nonparametric identiﬁcation results require several ingredients. (i) First,
each good needs a continuous regressor aﬀecting its desirability. Here, all regressors
we use are good-speciﬁc. (ii) Second, there needs to be suﬃcient complementar
ity/substitutability among the alternatives. Except in pathological cases, discrete
choice models imply a rich amount of complementarity/substitution. We may thus
invoke results in Appendix G for identiﬁcation. We reiterate that the conditions in
that appendix are weak. (iii) Finally, we need a location and scale normalization.
The location and scale normalization of (iii) can be weakened for the PCL relative to
the normalizations used for our nonparametric results. This is because of our partic
ular speciﬁcaton for P pv, λq. We need to normalize the intercept of one alternative to
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be 0, and need some restriction on the nesting parameters λjk (Koppelman and Wen
(2000)). We impose that these are 1 for all pairs except adjacent alternatives. Our
motivation for this is that an individual may ﬁrst consider a pair of adjacent alterna
tives when making a decision, then choose among this pair. This choice behavior is
consistent with the PCL, which can be written as a two-stage decision problem. Our
free nesting parameters are then λ12 , λ23 , λ34 , λ45 , λ51 . Note we treat the ﬁrst and last
alternative as adjacent. This is to allow for the possibility of endpoint eﬀects.

7.4

Test

We wish to test
H0 : 0 ă λjk ď 1 for each adjacent pair

Ha : λjk ą 1 for some pair.

This is a parametric speciﬁcation test of ARUM against PUM. For this test, iv pxq is
an unknown nuisance function. To gain intuition for how to construct a feasible test
of H0 , suppose that we have
¯
? ´
d
ˆ´λ Ñ
n λ
N p0, V q.
Let V̂ denote a consistent estimate for V and let σ̂jk denote the diagonal component
of V̂ associated with λ̂jk . Using the normal approximation, we can construct a simple
but conservative test by rejecting H0 when
? λ̂jk ´ 1
max n
ě Φ´1 p1 ´ α{5q,
jk
σ̂jk

(27)

where Φ denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function. The 5
comes from the fact that H0 involves 5 inequality restrictions for the adjacent pairs
λ12 , λ23 , λ34 , λ45 , λ51 .
Approximate size control of this test follows from the following inequalities, which
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hold under H0 and the normal approximation to λ̂,
˜
P

? λ̂jk ´ 1
max n
ě Φ´1 p1 ´ α{5q
jk
σ̂jk

¸

˜

¸
? λ̂jk ´ λjk
ď P max n
ě Φ´1 p1 ´ α{5q
jk
σ̂jk
˜
¸
? λ̂jk ´ λjk
´1
ď 5 max P
n
ě Φ p1 ´ α{5q
jk
σ̂jk
« 5pα{5q “ α.

Because size control is established under these inequalities, the naive test of (27)
is potentially conservative. To address potential conservativeness of the test, an
alternative test of H0 can be constructed by drawing on ideas from the literature on
moment inequalities. See for example Romano, Shaikh, and Wolf (2014). We omit
the details because for our application the (potentially) conservative test given by
(27) handily rejects H0 .

7.5

Results

We use (26) to estimate the model with maximum likelihood, treating observations
as independent. To facilitate comparison with existing work, we specify linear index
functions vk pxk q “ β 1 xk with the same β for each alternative.28 The vector xk is a
vector of characteristics for good k. It includes a constant, though the intercept on
the K th good is normalized to 0. Recall that our primary interest is on testing H0 ,
which only involves λ.
Table 1 reports the coeﬃcient estimates obtained from PCL. We include multinomial
logit estimates for comparability. The β coeﬃcients are similar for the two models,
especially when they are rescaled by dividing by βP RICE to compute a measure of
willingness to pay. We are most interested in the estimates of λjk for PCL. Recall
our null hypothesis is that λjk ď 1 for each pair. We can reject this if a single t
statistic is high enough. Calculating the statistic t12 “ p2.47 ´ 1q{.3 “ 4.9, we reject
the null hypothesis at conventional signiﬁcance levels. (For α “ .05, the critical value
from (27) is Φ´1 p1 ´ .05{5q “ 2.33.) All nesting parameters except λ̂45 are above
28

Given that we take a semiparametric approach, one could instead take vk pxk q to be a linear
combination of a tensor product of polynomials of the characteristics.
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Table 1: Logit vs. Paired Combinatorial Logit
Multinomial Logit

PCL

-0.119
(0.0137)
0.347
(0.0320)
0.348
(0.0391)
0.206
(0.0360)
0.278
(0.0866)
0.284
(0.0921)
0.00747
(0.0764)

-0.140
(0.0163)
0.414
(0.0417)
0.442
(0.0543)
0.243
(0.0447)
0.323
(0.107)
0.321
(0.109)
0.00756
(0.0917)

λ12

1

λ23

1

λ34

1

λ45

1

λ51

1

2.47
(0.300)
1.20
(0.370)
1.85
(0.283)
.545
(0.362)
2.047
(0.260)

Observations

4,928

PRICE
NUMTOP
FREEDRK
FREEDSRT
PIZZAHUT
DOMINOS
EAGLEBOYS

4,928

Notes: Robust standard errors in parenthe
ses, clustered at the individual level. Omitted
brand is Pizza Haven.
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1, overall suggesting there is “not enough substitution” in the data to be consistent
with ARUM.
The PCL is a member of the large family of generalized nested logit models (Wen
and Koppelman (2001)). In Appendix J, we show that this entire family of models
is sometimes consistent with ARUM, but is always consistent with the perturbed
utility model. This provides a large class of likelihood models that can readily be
used. Indeed, our reading of the literature is that these models are often estimated
without imposing parameter restrictions necessary for ARUM. The results of this
paper – together with Allen and Rehbeck (2016b) and Allen and Rehbeck (2016a) –
provide a theoretical foundation for use of these and other models when ARUM may
not hold.29

8

Conclusion

This paper shows that perturbed utility models are identiﬁed under mild conditions
using conditional means. We show this by leveraging the fact that agents in the
model are optimizers. Optimization implies equality restrictions that allow us to
obtain cardinal identiﬁcation of the model.
Using our results, we show in several examples that some existing work using special
regressors applies to more general setups. We do this by either showing iv is nonpara
metricially identiﬁed without actually needing a special regressor structure,30 or that
an additively separable structure is suﬃcient for identiﬁcation.31 Relaxing the latter
assumption means that the special regressor for good k does not need to enter the
index vk monotonically.
Our identiﬁcation results apply to a model that strictly generalizes additive random
utility models (ARUM) and allows a form of stochastic complementarity. As an
illustrative example, we show that the paired combinatorial logit model can be used
to construct a parametric test of ARUM against the perturbed utility model. We test
29

See also Fosgerau and de Palma (2015) and Shi, Shum, and Song (2016) for parametric estima
tion of perturbed utility models. These papers do not use the full structure of ARUM.
30
As in ARUM with errors independent of characteristics.
31
As in ARUM with conditional independence conditions as in Lewbel (2000).
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this using data from Louviere et al. (2013) and ﬁnd evidence against ARUM.
A detailed study of estimation in the general case is left for future work. There are
both computational and econometric challenges to fully nonparametric estimation.
Recall that under mild assumptions we have
ErY | X “ xs “ M piv pxqq,
where M has a Jacobian that is symmetric and positive semi-deﬁnite. We essentially
only use symmetry for our identiﬁcation results,32 but to estimate conditional means
that are consistent with the model, it is necessary to impose full semi-deﬁniteness.
For independent and identically distributed data tpY i , X i quni“1 , an intuitive approach
is to construct a constrained least-squares estimate by solving the problem,
min

n
ÿ

ˆ piv̂ pX i qqq1 pY i ´ M
ˆ piv̂ pX i qqq
pY i ´ M

ˆ PMn ,vvˆPVn
M
i“1

s.t.

VM̂ puq ľ 0, @u P RK ,

where Mn and Vn are sets that grow to be dense in the parameter spaces for M and
iv , respectively. The Jacobian of M is denoted VM and ľ denotes the positive semi
deﬁnite order. The primary computational challenge is that the semi-deﬁniteness
constraint is actually a continuum of constraints. In ongoing work, we are pursuing
a computationally feasible approach to enforcing this constraint. The econometric
challenge to studying a constrained estimator is to develop a theory designed to
reﬂect the ﬁnite sample impact of imposing a constraint.
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Appendix A

Preliminaries in Convex Analysis

Deﬁnition A.1 (Subdiﬀerential). Let f : RK Ñ R Y t`8u be a convex function.
The subdiﬀerential of f at z is the set
Bf pzq “ tw P RK : @z̃ P RK , f pz̃q ´ f pzq ě w1 pz̃ ´ zqu.
An element of Bf pzq is called a subgradient at z. Bf is a multi-valued mapping called
the subdiﬀerential of f .
Deﬁnition A.2 (Convex Conjugate). Let f be a function from RK to r´8, 8s. Then
the convex conjugate of f is denoted
f ˚ pwq “ sup tz 1 w ´ f pzqu.
zPRK

The function f ˚ is convex (regardless of whether f is convex) as discussed in Rock
afellar (1970), p. 104.
Lemma A.1 (Rockafellar (1970), Theorem 23.5). Let f : RK Ñ R Y t`8u be a
convex function such that f pzq ă 8 for some z. Then the following are equivalent,
(i) w˚ P Bf pz ˚ q.
(ii) z 1 w˚ ´ f pzq attains its supremum in z at z “ z ˚ .
If in addition f is lower semi-continuous, then the following conditions are also equiv
alent to the ones above,
(i) z ˚ P Bf ˚ pw˚ q.
(ii) w1 z ˚ ´ f ˚ pwq attains its supremum in w at w “ w˚ .
If we rewrite the ﬁrst part of the lemma as 0 P Bf pz ˚ q ´ w˚ , we may recognize it as
a sort of generalized ﬁrst order condition.
Note that we do not assume f is convex in the following result.
Lemma A.2. Let f : RK Ñ R Y t`8u be a function such that f pzq ă 8 for some
z. If
z 1 w˚ ´ f pzq attains its supremum in z at z “ z ˚ ,
46

then
z ˚ P Bf ˚ pw˚ q.
Proof. By assumption the supremum is attained, so
1

f ˚ pw˚ q “ z ˚ w˚ ´ f pz ˚ q.
Because f ˚ is deﬁned as a supremum, for arbitrary w̃,
1

f ˚ pw̃q ě z ˚ w̃ ´ f pz ˚ q.
Thus,
1

f ˚ pw̃q ´ f ˚ pw˚ q ě z ˚ pw̃ ´ w˚ q,
so z ˚ P Bf ˚ pw˚ q.
Lemma A.3 (Rockafellar (1970), Theorem 25.1). Let f : RK Ñ R Y t`8u be convex
and assume f pz ˚ q is ﬁnite. Then f is diﬀerentiable at z ˚ if and only if Bf pz ˚ q is a
singleton.

Appendix B

Proofs for Section 3

We make use of the following result, which is proven in Allen and Rehbeck (2016a).
The lemmas for our examples are immediate corollaries.
Theorem B.1 (Allen and Rehbeck (2016a)). Let
Y P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk pXk q ` D̃py, εq,

k“1

where ε is possibly inﬁnite-dimensional. Suppose ε is independent of X, Y is mea
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surable, and ErD̃pY, εq | X “ xs is ﬁnite for each x P supppXq.33 Then
ErY | X “ xs P argmax

K
ÿ

yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq

yPconvpBq k“1

”
ı
for Dpyq “ supỸ PY:ErỸ pεqs“y E D̃pỸ pεq, εq , 34 where Y is the set of measurable func
tions from the support of ε to B, and convpBq denotes the convex hull of B.35
This result may be useful for identiﬁcation of some other applications so we discuss
its requirements. The key requirement is that unobservables enter the latent utility
function separably from the characteristics. This rules out random coeﬃcients models.
Moreover, ε must be independent of characteristics. Because D̃ can be ´8, the
theorem allows random budget sets. Speciﬁcally,
Bpεq “ ty P B | D̃py, εq ą ´8u
can depend on ε. These budget sets just need to be independent of characteristics.
Our results establish identiﬁcation of iv and the aggregated function D. Our results
˜ or the distribution of ε. It may be possible to use
do not cover identiﬁcation of D
”
ı
˜ pεq, εq to identify these latent
E DpỸ
the characterization Dpyq “ sup
Ỹ PY:ErỸ pεqs“y

objects, though we do not pursue this.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let
$
&Dpyq if y P B
DB pyq “
%´8 otherwise

.

By Lemma A.2, ErY | X “ xs P Bp´DB q˚ piv pxqq, where p´DB q˚ is the convex conju
33

Allen and Rehbeck (2016a) provide suﬃcient conditions for existence of a measurable selector
˜ to take on
using results from Stinchcombe and White (1992). These results are mild and allow D
value 8, which allows “random budgets” that are proper subsets of B.
34
D is taken to be ´8 if there is no Y P Y such that ErY pεqs “ y. D is always ﬁnite when
evaluated at ErY | X “ xs.
35
This is a trivial extension of results in Allen and Rehbeck (2016a). There, we assume B is
convex to ensure that a measurable selector exists. Here, we take measurability of Y as a high-level
˜ to be ﬁnite, so the budget B can be absorbed into D;
˜
condition. The theorem does not restrict D
K
thus, setting B “ R is without loss of generality. We explicitly maintain the budget for ease of
understanding, noting that when we do this we have to convexify B in the statement of the theorem.
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gate of ´DB . By Assumption 2 and Lemma A.3, ErY | X “ xs P Bp´DB q˚ piv pxqq, is
a singleton. Thus when Jpvq exists, it is the Hessian of a twice continuously diﬀer
entiable convex function, and so the result follows from Rockafellar (1970), Theorem
4.5.

Appendix C
C.1

Proofs for Section 4

Proofs for Section 4.1

Proof of Proposition 4.1. The proof is a direct extension of the arguments in the text.
Under the assumptions of Deﬁnition 1, there is some x P supppXq such that
ˇ
ˇ
BMk pvq ˇˇ
BErYk | X “ xs ˇˇ
ˇ ˚ “ Bv e ˇ
Bxe,p
v“vv px˚ q
x“x
ˇ
ˇ
BErYe | X “ xs ˇˇ
BMe pvq ˇˇ
“
ˇ ˚
Bxk,q
Bv k ˇv“vvpx˚ q
x“x

ˇ
Bve pxe q ˇˇ
Bxe,p ˇxt “x˚
t
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇˇ
.
Bxk,q ˇ
˚

(28)

xk “xk

Recall these equalities hold at the speciﬁed points. Under condition (iv) of Deﬁni
tion 1, we may take the ratio of the equations in (28) to yield the result.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. This is implied by Corollary G.1 so we provide only a brief
discussion.
Using Proposition 4.1, the conditions of the theorem provide constructive identiﬁca
tion of
O
ˇ
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇˇ
Bve pxe q ˇˇ
(29)
Bxk,q ˇxk “x̃k
Bxe,p ˇxt “x̃t
whenever f ‰ k. Thus we only need to deal with f “ k. Because iv psupppXqq “ RK ,
we can always ﬁnd a “path” between equations as in the discussion leading to (33).
Thus, (29) is identiﬁed without restrictions.
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇ
Corollary G.1 shows the sign of Bxk,q ˇ
is identiﬁed. Using the scale and location
˚
xk “xk

normalization, iv is identiﬁed by the mean value theorem. Constructive identiﬁcation
can also be established by the fundamental theorem of calculus (recall Lemma 4.1).
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Proof of Corollary 4.1. Because ε has a density that is continuously diﬀerentiable, M
is continuously diﬀerentiable. Because ε has a positive density, M has strictly negative
cross-partial derivatives. All of the other conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold.

C.2

Proofs for Section 4.2

Proof of Theorem 4.2. By Assumption 3(i) there exists pz,
˜ w̃q P supppZ, W q such that
ErY | Z “ z, W “ ws “ ErY | Z “ z,
˜ W “ ws.
˜
Since DB is diﬀerentiable at ErY | Z “ z, W “ ws, Assumption 2 and Proposition I.1
establish that
ErY | Z “ z, W “ ws “ ErY | Z “ z,
˜ W “ ws
˜ ðñ ivpz, wq “ ivp˜
z, wq.
˜
Assumption 3(ii) completes the proof since iv pz,
˜ w̃q is identiﬁed.

Appendix D

Proofs for Section 5

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Kos and Messner (2013) prove a result related to this in their
study of incentive compatible transfers in a mechanism design setting.
˜ over y P tErY | X “ xuxPsupppXq by
Fix x˚ P supppXq. Deﬁne D
D̃pyq “ inftpy ´ErY | X “ xS sq1iv pxS q`¨ ¨ ¨`pErY | X “ x1 s´ErY | X “ x˚ sq1iv px˚ qu,
where the inﬁmum is taken over ﬁnite sequences such that xs P supppXq for each s.
˜
“ ´8. This function satisﬁes
For y R tErY | X “ xsuxPsupppXq , set Dpyq
D̃pErY | X “ x˚ sq ď 0
because we can take a sequence with all terms equal to ErY | X “ x˚ s. Theo
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rem H.1(iv) establishes the opposite inequality, so we have
D̃pErY | X “ x˚ sq “ 0.
By the construction of D, we have
D̃pErY | X “ x̃sq “ Dpx˚ , x̃q
for every x̃ P supppXq (recall x˚ is ﬁxed). Thus,
D̃pErY | X “ x̃sq ´ D̃pErY | X “ x˚ sq “ ΔDpx˚ , x̃q
˜ satisﬁes
The proof of Rockafellar (1970), Theorem 24.8 establishes that D
K
ÿ

@x P supppXq, ErY | X “ xs P argmax
yPB

yk vk pxk q ` D̃pyq.

k“1

The analogous statement for ΔDpx˚ , x̃q follows from similar arguments.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Step 1: Change of variables.
Deﬁne

#
Ṽ pvq “ sup
yPB

K
ÿ

+
yk v k ` Dpyq ,

k“1

where we recognize Ṽ pvq “ V pxq when v “ iv pxq. Deﬁne
!
)
v, V˜ p˜
vq ´ V˜ pvq ě u ¨ pṽ ´ vq .
B V˜ pvq “ u P Rk | @˜
For each x P supppXq such that iv pxq “ v, we have
ErY | X “ xs P B Ṽ pvq.

(30)

This follows from Lemma A.1 and the fact that ErY | X “ xs is a maximizer.
Step 2: Convert to single variable problem and invoke Rockafellar (1970), Corollary
24.2.1.
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For t P r0, 1s, let
`
˘
hptq “ Ṽ tiv px1 q ` p1 ´ tqiv px0 q .
The function Ṽ is convex and sptq “ tiv px1 q ` p1 ´ tqiv px0 q is aﬃne so h is convex. The
function h is thus directionally diﬀerentiable. Let its left derivative be denoted h1´ ptq
and let h1` ptq denote the right derivative of h. The directional derivative of V˜ at y in
direction z is denoted V˜ 1 py; zq; see Rockafellar (1970) for the formal deﬁnition. From
(30), we have,
ErY | X “ xptqs P BṼ ptiv px1 q ` p1 ´ tqiv px0 qq.
Combining this with Rockafellar (1970), Theorem 23.2 we have
h1´ ptq “ V˜ 1 ptiv px1 q ` p1 ´ tqiv px0 q; ´piv px1 q ´ iv px0 qqq ď ErY | X “ xptqs ¨ piv px1 q ´ iv px0 qq
h1 ptq “ V˜ 1 ptiv px1 q ` p1 ´ tqiv px0 q; iv px1 q ´ iv px0 qq ě ErY | X “ xptqs ¨ piv px1 q ´ iv px0 qq.
`

From Rockafellar (1970), Corollary 24.2.1 we obtain
ż1
1

0

ErY | X “ xptqs ¨ piv px1 q ´ iv px0 qqdt.36

Ṽ piv px qq ´ Ṽ piv px qq “
0

Since iv is known,
V px1 q ´ V px0 q “ Ṽ piv px1 qq ´ Ṽ piv px0 qq
is identiﬁed.

Appendix E

Proofs for Section 6

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Obviously, m̃px0 q P B by use of the a priori knowledge of the
budget.
To prove the rest, let m̃px0 q be a conjectured value and let tErY | X “ xsuxPsupppXq Y
m̃px0 q be the original values of the conditional mean augmented with this conjectured
36

Rockafellar (1970), Corollary 24.2.1 establishes that the Riemann integrals of h1´ and h1` from
0 to 1 exist and are equivalent. Riemann integrability of ErY | X “ xptqs ¨ pvv px1 q ´ v px0 qq from 0 to
1 then follows from a sandwiching argument.
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value. The conjectured value is consistent with the model if and only if the restrictions
of Theorem H.1(iv) hold. By rearranging the cyclic monotonicity inequalities, we
obtain (25).

Appendix F

Proofs for Section 7

Proof of Proposition 7.1. The ﬁrst part of the lemma is known. It remains to show
PCL is consistent with the perturbed utility model.
The PCL probabilities satisfy
˜

¸
ÿ

P pv, λq “ V ln

pevj {λjk ` evk {λjk qλjk

.37

j‰k

By the arguments in Appendix J, the function
˜
ln

¸
ÿ

pevj {λjk ` evk {λjk qλjk

j‰k

is convex in v, completing the proof.
To see that PCL allows complementarity, we use the fact that the sign of
BPk pv, λq
Bv j
equals that of
»
´ –Pk `

´

1
λjk ´1

¯
pPj ` Pk qpPj|jk qpPk|jk q
Pj

ﬁ
ﬂ .38

(31)

We suppress dependence of each P term on v and λ for simplicitly. We show that
(31) can be positive, indicating complementarity, when λjk ą 1 and there are at least
3 alternatives. To that end, let ve “ 0 for f except j and k. Then set v j “ v k . This

37
38

See e.g. Koppelman and Wen (2000).
See Koppelman and Wen (2000).
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implies Pj|jk “ .5, so the sign of (31) is determined by the sign of
1
´ Pk Pj `
4

ˆ

1
λjk ´ 1

˙
pPj ` Pk q.

(32)

By setting v j “ v k to suﬃciently small values, (32) becomes positive.

Appendix G

Identiﬁcation of iv for “Nonstandard”
Cases

As discussed previously, Theorem 4.1 rules out some examples of interest. We now
provide weaker conditions under which iv is identiﬁed. Instead of assuming crosspartials of M are everywhere nonzero, we assume cross-partials are nonzero at a
“rich” set of points.
The basic idea is that if we identify many ratios of partial derivatives of iv , then we
can identify iv itself by two diﬀerent approaches. The ﬁrst, which is feasible given
the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, allows us to integrate these derivatives and obtain
constructive identiﬁcation; recall Lemma 4.1. The second approach, taken in this
section, is to use the mean value theorem to obtain non-constructive results. Recall
that by the mean value theorem, a diﬀerentiable function is uniquely determined by
its partial derivatives. Thus, we only need to identify ratios of all partial derivatives
of iv . We describe how to do this by multiplying ratios that are directly identiﬁed by
Proposition 4.1.
For an example, suppose
O
ˇ
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇˇ
Bve pxe q ˇˇ
Bxe,p ˇxt “x1
Bxk,q ˇxk “x1
t

and

O
ˇ
ˇ
Bvj pxj q ˇˇ
Bve pxe q ˇˇ
Bxj,r ˇxj “x2
Bxe,p ˇxt “x2
j

k

t

are identiﬁed from data (via Proposition 4.1). If x1e “ x2e , we can multiply these
derivative ratios to identify
O
ˇ
ˇ
Bvj pxj q ˇˇ
Bve pxe q ˇˇ
.
Bxj,r ˇxj “x2
Bxe,p ˇxt “x1
j
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t

(33)

Note that this derivative ratio can be identiﬁed even if j “ k and x2j ‰ x1e . This
shows that if ratios of derivatives are identiﬁed and overlap in a speciﬁc sense, then
we can multiply these ratios to identify new ratios. We need to handle sequences of
derivative ratios of arbitrary ﬁnite length, so we introduce some more notation.
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇ
Deﬁnition G.1 (Paths). There is a path from the point a :“ Bxk,q ˇ
to b :“
xk “x˚
k
ˇ
Bvj pxj q ˇ
if a is nonzero and there is a sequence of partial derivatives beginning at
Bxj,r ˇ
xj “x̃j

a and ending at b such that each adjacent element is paired, and these pairs are strict
except possibly between the ﬁnal two elements of the sequence.
In order for there to be a path between partial derivatives, several conditions must
hold. We must have K ě 2 or xk “ x̃j . The function M must be continuously
diﬀerentiable over (at least) a ﬁnite set of points. Importantly, it is not necessary
that all cross-partials are nonzero or that M is continuously diﬀerentiable everywhere
Theorem G.1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and assume xk,q and xj,r are regressors
ˇ
kq ˇ
speciﬁc to k and j, respectively. If there is a path from the point BvBxk px
to
ˇ
k,q
xk “x˚
k
ˇ
Bvj pxj q ˇ
, then
Bxj,r ˇ
xj “x̃j
O
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇˇ
Bvj pxj q ˇ
(34)
Bxj,r ˇxj “x̃j
Bxk,q ˇxk “x˚
k

is identiﬁed.
ˇ

Proof of Theorem G.1. Let

Bvt1 pxt1 q ˇ
Bxt1 ,p1 ˇ

ˇ

xt1 “xt1

,...,

1

BvtM pxtM q ˇ
BxtM ,pM ˇ
xtM “xtM

quence as in Deﬁnition G.1. For each m “ 2, . . . , M , let
Sm´1,m

ˇ
Bvem pxem q ˇˇ
“
Bxem ,pm ˇxt

O

m
m “xtm

ˇ
Bvem´1 pxem´1 q ˇˇ
Bxem´1 ,pm´1 ˇxt

be a ﬁnite se

M

.

(35)

“xm´1
t
m´1

m´1

This ratio is identiﬁed due to Proposition 4.1. This follows because for m ă M ,
the numerator and denominator are strictly paired. For m “ M , the numerator and
denominator are paired and the denominator is nonzero.
By construction,
M
ź
m“1

Sm´1,m

O
ˇ
ˇ
Bvj pxj q ˇˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇˇ
“
Bxj,r ˇxj “x̃j
Bxk,q ˇxk “x˚
k
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since all intermediate terms cancel out. This is valid because there is never any
division by zero.
The following corollary relaxes assumptions in Theorem 4.1.
Corollary G.1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and assume allˇ regressors are good
kq ˇ
speciﬁc. Assume there is a tuple pk, q, x˚k q such that BvBxk px
has a path to
ˇ
k,q
xk “x˚
k
ˇ
Bvj pxj q ˇ
for any j, r, and x̃j P Rdj . Then iv is identiﬁed under the following
Bxj,r ˇ
xj “x̃j

normalization:
ˇ

i. (Scale)

Bvk pxk q ˇ
Bxk,q ˇ

xk “x˚
k

P t´1, 1u.

ii. (Location) ve p0dk q “ 0 for each f “ 1, . . . , K, where 0dk denotes a dk -dimensional
vector of zeros.
ˇ

Proof of Corollary G.1. First we identify the sign of
tions 1 and 2, it can be shown that

Bvk pxk q ˇ
Bxk,q ˇ

xk “x˚
k

. Under Assump

ErY | X “ xs ‰ ErY | X “ x̃s ðñ pErY | X “ xs´ErY | X “ x̃sq1 piv pxq´iv px̃qq ą 0.
(36)
(This is a straightforward extension of Lemma H.1.) From the assumptions of the
corollary, there is some x˚ P supppXq that has x˚k as its k-th row. Moreover, there
must be some f such that
ˇ
BMe pvq ˇˇ
‰0
Bv k ˇv“vvpx˚ q
ˇ
Bvk pxk q ˇ
This follows from the deﬁnition of a path. Since Bxk,q ˇ
‰ 0, we see that for
˚
xk “xk

suﬃciently small changes in xk,q there must be a change in ErYe | X “ xs. From (36)
this implies that there must be ˇa change in ErYk | X “ xs as well. Again using (36),
kq ˇ
depending on whether ErYk | X “ xs is locally
we determine the sign of BvBxk px
ˇ
˚
k,q
xk “xk

increasing or decreasing with respect to xk,q .
ˇ
kq ˇ
Normalizing BvBxk px
to 1 or ´1 depending on its sign, we identify all partial
ˇ
˚
k,q
xk “xk

derivatives using Theorem G.1. Recall that from the mean value theorem, two func
tions that share partial derivatives can diﬀer by at most an additive constant. Given
the location normalization, iv is identiﬁed.
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We provide an example where the path condition holds even though ErY | X “ xs
may lie on the boundary of B and may not even be continuous. This illustrates
how identiﬁcation in Corollary G.1 is established using restrictions on pairs of partial
derivatives. This is in contrast with Theorem 4.1, which places global restrictions
that rule out boundary behavior and discontinuities as in the following example.
Remark G.1 (Boundaries and Discontinuities). Let B be the probability simplex,
K ą 2, and let D be given by,
$
&´ řK p ln p
k
k“1 k
Dpyq “
%´8

if pk ‰ 0 for at most 2 distinct k
otherwise.

We set 0 ln 0 to 0. For simplicity suppose xk is scalar. This choice of D ensures exactly
2 goods will be chosen with positive probability, and requires that they be the ones
with the highest values of the indices vk pxk q (assuming the two highest values are
unique). Suppose the second highest value of vk pxk q is unique and let kp1q and kp2q
attain the highest values of vk .39 Then
ErYkp1q | X “ xs “

evkp1q pxkp1q q
,
evkp1q pxkp1q q ` evk p2qpxkp2q q

ErYkp2q | X “ xs “

evkp2q pxkp2q q
.
evkp1q pxkp1q q ` evkp2q pxkp2q q

If iv is diﬀerentiable, suﬃcient conditions for Corollary G.1 are fairly mild. One suﬃ
cient condition is that X has full support, all partial derivatives of iv are everywhere
nonzero, and iv psupppXqq “ RK . Note that while we may write ErY | X “ xs “ M pixq,
M is not diﬀerentiable everywhere. In fact, it is not even continuous everywhere.

Appendix H

Partial Identiﬁcation of iv

Our suﬃcient conditions for identiﬁcation of iv may fail. Our conditions do not apply
if all covariates are discrete, suﬃcient substitution/complementarity does not exist, or
if ErY | X “ xs is not suitably diﬀerentiable. We provide a complete characterization
of the identifying power of the model for iv , assuming only that D P D. The results in
this appendix are the discrete analogues of positive semi-deﬁniteness and symmetry
(Proposition 3.1).
39

These implicitly depend on x.
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Characterizing the identifying power of the model is beneﬁcial even when iv is identi
ﬁed. Section 4 attempts to answer the condition “Under what conditions is iv identi
ﬁed?” To answer this we used symmetry. The results in this appendix use conditions
more closely related to monotonicity. These conditions characterize the identifying
power of the model and may provide a more transparent answer to the question
“What variation in the data identiﬁes iv ?”
Now, we allow the possibility that there are multiple values of iv that are consistent
with the restrictions of the model. The set of such values is called the identiﬁed set
for iv and is denoted
#
VID “

iv P V | DD P D s.t. @x P supppXq, ErY | X “ xs P argmax
B

K
ÿ

+
yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq .

k“1

The set V is the parameter space for iv . We assume V consists of real-valued functions.
It could be further restricted. For example, it could be a parametric class of functions.
We are again agnostic about the function D. As previously, D is the set of functions
D : RK Ñ R Y t´8u that are ﬁnite at some point y P B.
The following lemma is a convenient restatement of restrictions of the optimizing
model.
Lemma H.1. If iv P VID , then there is some D P D such that for every x, x̃ P
supppXq,
pErY | X “ xs ´ ErY | X “ x̃sq1iv pxq ě DpErY | X “ x̃sq ´ DpErY | X “ xsq
ě pErY | X “ xs ´ ErY | X “ x̃sq1iv px̃q.
Moreover, DpErY | X “ x̃sq and DpErY | X “ xsq are ﬁnite.
Proof. We use necessary conditions for optimality. If iv P VID , then for some D P D
we must have,
ErY | X “ xs1iv pxq ` DpErY | X “ xsq ě ErY | X “ x̃s1iv pxq ` DpErY | X “ x̃sq
ErY | X “ x̃s1iv px̃q ` DpErY | X “ x̃sq ě ErY | X “ xs1iv px̃q ` DpErY | X “ xsq.
Since D P D, it is ﬁnite at the referenced points because of optimality. The inequalities
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of the lemma follow from rearranging these inequalities.
One feature captured in Lemma H.1 is the monotonicity condition
pErY | X “ xs ´ ErY | X “ x̃sq1 piv pxq ´ iv px̃q ě 0.

(37)

This resembles the law of compensated demand if we relate ErY | X “ xs to Hicksian
demand and ´iv pxq to the price vector. For further illustration of (37), suppose that
iv pxq and iv px̃q only diﬀer with respect to their ﬁrst component. Then (37) becomes
pErY1 | X “ xs ´ ErY1 | X “ x̃sqpv1 px1 q ´ v1 px̃1 qq ě 0,
which states that the conditional expectation of Y1 is weakly increasing in v1 .
We now use Lemma H.1 to remove the nuisance function D. To that end let
x0 , . . . , xM ´1 , xM “ x0 be a cycle of points in supppXq. By repeated application
of Lemma H.1 we obtain,
M
´1
ÿ

pErY | X “ xm s ´ ErY | X “ xm`1 sq1ivpxm q

m“0
M
´1
ÿ

ě

DpErY | X “ xm`1 sq ´ DpErY | X “ xm sq

(38)

m“0

“ 0.
By summing up over a cycle, we “sum out” the unknown function D. An alterna
tive way to state the inequalities obtained in this way is as follows. Suppose that
M ´1
txm um“0
Ď supppXq. Then for every permutation π we have
´1
M
ÿ
m“0

ErY | X “ xm s1ivpxm q ě

M
´1
ÿ

ErY | X “ xπpmq s1ivpxm q.

m“0

This inequality highlights the connection to optimizing behavior. Intuitively, no per
mutation can improve the “match” between choices (= conditional expectations) and
payoﬀs (= marginal utility shifters). We now show that inequalities such as (38)
capture the complete restrictions of the model for iv .
Theorem H.1 (Sharp Characterization of VID ). Let iv P V. The following are equiv
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alent:
(i) iv P VID , i.e. there is a function D P D such that
@x P supppXq, ErY | X “ xs P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq.

k“1

(ii) There is a concave function D P D such that
@x P supppXq, ErY | X “ xs P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk vk pxk q ` Dpyq.

k“1

(iii) There exist ﬁnite numbers tDx uxPsupppXq such that for every x, x̃ P supppXq,
pErY | X “ xs ´ ErY | X “ x̃sq1iv pxq ě Dx̃ ´ Dx .
(iv) For every integer M and cycle of points x0 , . . . , xM ´1 , xM “ x0 each in supppXq,
M
´1
ÿ

pErY | X “ xm s ´ ErY | X “ xm`1 sq1ivpxm q ě 0.

m“0

Proof. We shall show (i) ùñ (iii) ùñ (iv) ùñ (ii) ùñ (i).
By relating Dx with DpErY | X “ xsq, the previous discussion shows (i) ùñ (iii)
ùñ (iv). Note that while D may take on value ´8 over some points, DpErY |
X “ xsq ą ´8 for each x P supppXq. This is because D P D, iv pxq is ﬁnite, and
ErY | X “ xs a maximizer. This is why the numbers in (iii) are ﬁnite.
The implication (iv) ùñ (ii) follows from Rockafellar (1970), Theorem 24.8, so
we provide only a sketch of this implication. Let Γ “ RK ˆ RK . Let S “ tpErY |
X “ xs, iv pxqquxPsupppXq , so we have S Ď Γ. The set S is contained in the graph of a
cyclically monotone multi-valued mapping (see Rockafellar (1970), which generalizes
Deﬁnition H.1). By the constructive extension result of Rockafellar (1970), Theorem
24.8, we have iv pxq P Bf pErY | X “ xsq, where f is a convex function that never
attains ´8 and that is ﬁnite at some point. By Lemma A.1 and the fact that
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ErY | X “ xs P B for x P supppXq, we have
ErY | X “ xs1iv pxq ´ f pErY | X “ xsq “ sup ty 1iv pxq ´ f pyqu .
yPB

By letting D “ ´f , we have (ii).
Obviously, (ii) ùñ (i).
This result is closely related to results in Brown and Calsamiglia (2007) and Cham
bers and Echenique (2009).40 Related results that vary budgets are established in
McFadden and Fosgerau (2012).
The fact that (i) and (ii) are equivalent means that if we assume D is concave, we
obtain no additional identifying power for iv . Moreover, it is not possible to separately
test whether D is concave aside from testing the entire model. This insight is fairly
well-known in other settings (Afriat (1967), Varian (1982)).
Part (iii) is helpful for computational reasons such as checking whether a particular
point is in the identiﬁed set. Note that we need not worry about forcing Dx and Dx̃
to agree whenever ErY | X “ xs “ ErY | X “ x̃s, since (iii) implies Dx “ Dx̃ by
double inequalities.
If the parameter space V contains constant functions, these functions will always be
in VID . This can easily be seen from (iv). We refer to (iv) as the cyclic monotonicity
inequalities in light of the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition H.1 (Cyclic Monotonicity). f : Re Ñ Re is said to be cyclically monotone
if for every integer M and cycle x0 , x1 , . . . , xM ´1 , xM “ x0 of points each in Re ,
M
´1
ÿ

pf pxm q ´ f pxm`1 qq1 xm ě 0.

m“0

To the best of our knowledge, cyclic monotonicity was introduced in the econometrics
literature by Shi et al. (2016). Shi et al. (2016) have previously demonstrated that
additive random utility models (Section 3.1.2) imply the restrictions of (iv).
40

A similar result is shown in Allen and Rehbeck (2016b), which focuses on formal testability of a
version of this model. That paper uses diﬀerent techniques because strict inequalities are required.
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Remark H.1 (Single Dimensional Case). When K “ 1, it can be shown that Theo
rem H.1(iv) is equivalent to the condition that for every x, x̃ P supppXq,
pErY | X “ xs ´ ErY | X “ x̃sqpiv pxq ´ iv px̃qq ě 0.41
This shows that when K “ 1, the most we can say about iv is that it must be consistent
with the monotonicity statements:
ErY | X “ xs ą ErY | X “ x̃s ùñ iv pxq ě iv px̃q
ErY | X “ xs ă ErY | X “ x̃s ùñ iv pxq ď iv px̃q.42
This is purely ordinal information, and so point identiﬁcation is impossible for many
choices of the parameter space. If V is unrestricted, then in the single dimensional
case whenever ṽ P VID , we also have gpṽq P VID for any strictly increasing function
g. Even if V is restricted to a class of diﬀerentiable functions with a location/scale
normalization, VID may not be a singleton.

Appendix I

Injectivity

This section provides some injectivity results that are used in establishing identiﬁca
tion of iv in Section 4. We use the same mathematical setup as before, but change
notation a bit. Formally, we are interested in when the following mapping is at most
a singleton,
#
+
K
ÿ
ρ´1 py ˚ q “ u P RK | y ˚ P argmax
yk uk ` Dpyq .
yPB

k“1

This question is relevant for identiﬁcation because when ρ´1 pErY | X “ xsq is a
singleton, we have
ErY | X “ xs “ ErY | X “ x̃s ùñ iv pxq “ iv px̃q.

41

See Rockafellar (1970), p. 240.
When v is assumed linear, these restrictions are implied by but do not generally imply the
restrictions of the generalized regression model of Han (1987).
42
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This implication is the key to our identiﬁcation results for common characteristics.
In this section, we consider a slightly diﬀerent structure than previously. We use the
abstract notation y ˚ because we do not restrict attention to u P iv psupppXqq.
Existence of an inverse function ρ´1 is relevant to handle certain forms of endogeneity.
We provide a sketch and pointers to some relevant papers. Suppose for example that
conditional on characteristics we have
uk,i “ vk pxk,i q ` ξk,i .
The random vector ξi “ pξ1,i , . . . , ξk,i q1 need not be independent of the characteristics
1 1
q . Let
Xi “ pX11 ,i , . . . , Xk,i
yi˚

“ argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk pvk pXk,i q ` ξk,i q ` Dpyq.

k“1

˚
We assume this is a singleton. For concreteness, one may think of yi,k
as the market
˚
share of good k in market i, as in Berry (1994). Note yi is a random variable. Suppose
an inverse function ρ´1 exists for every value in the support of yi˚ , so that we have
˚
ρ´1
k pyi q “ vk pXk,i q ` ξk,i

(39)

almost surely. Using instruments that satisfy a completeness or conditional mean
restriction, several recent papers contain identiﬁcation results for equations similar
to (39). See Berry and Haile (2014), Chen (2013), and Dunker, Hoderlein, and Kaido
(2015). We complement these papers by providing suﬃcient conditions for the inverse
ρ´1 to exist.43
We now turn to our formal results.
Assumption I.1. B Ď RK is convex and has nonempty interior.
Assumption I.1 rules out the probability simplex, which does not have a nonempty in
terior when viewed as a subset of RK . We consider the probability simplex separately
in Section I.1.
43

Relative to the invertibility results of Berry, Gandhi, and Haile (2013), we work with a speciﬁc
model. In return we can handle complementarity without a reparametrization. Our results are thus
distinct from theirs.
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Assumption I.2. D : B Ñ R Y t´8u is a concave function.
Deﬁne
#
T “

y P intpBq | y P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

+
yk uk ` Dpyq for some uk P RK

.

k“1

The following result is a consequence of Lemma A.3.
Proposition I.1. Suppose y ˚ P T . Let Assumptions I.1 and I.2 hold. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) ρ´1 py ˚ q is a singleton.
(ii) D is diﬀerentiable at y ˚ .
Proof. Let

$
&Dpyq if y P B
DB pyq “
%´8 otherwise

.

This allows the budget B to remain implicit. Recall that B is convex, so DB is
concave. Note that DB py ˚ q must be ﬁnite.
We can now prove the result using the lemmas in Appendix A once we identify ´DB
with f , y ˚ with z ˚ , and v with w.
By Lemma A.1,
ρ´1 py ˚ q “ Bp´DB py ˚ qq.
From Lemma A.3, we conclude that ρ´1 py ˚ q is a singleton if and only if p´DB q is
diﬀerentiable at y ˚ . Since y ˚ is in the interior of B, p´DB q is diﬀerentiable at y ˚ if
and only if D is diﬀerentiable at y ˚ .
This result explains why diﬀerentiability is used in Theorem 4.2. We can state a
global version of the proposition.
Corollary I.1 (Global Injectivity). Let the conditions of Proposition I.1 hold. Let
T̃ Ď T . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) For each y ˚ P T̃ , ρ´1 py ˚ q is a singleton.
(ii) D is diﬀerentiable at each y ˚ P T̃ .
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I.1

Injectivity on the Simplex

We now assume that B is the probability simplex,
#
B“

+

K
ÿ

y P RK |

yk “ 1, yk ě 0 for k “ 1, . . . , K

.

k“1

In order to obtain an injectivity result, we need to restrict the set of possible values
of the vector u. This is because for ﬁxed D,
argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

yk uk ` Dpyq

k“1

is the same set with u replaced by u ` c, where c is a constant vector. We restrict the
parameter space u lives in with the following normalization for its ﬁrst component:
U “ tu P RK | u1 “ 0u.
We are now interested in when
#
˚
ρ´1
U py q “

u P U | y ˚ P argmax
yPB

K
ÿ

+
yk uk ` Dpyq

k“1

is a singleton.
Assumption I.3. D : B Ñ R Y t´8u is a concave function. Moreover, ty P B |
Dpyq ą ´8u has nonempty interior when viewed as a subset of B.
A nonempty interior will be needed because we invoke (Fréchet) diﬀerentiability of
D. Because B is the probability simplex, we need to replace T with a set deﬁned
over the relative interior of B:44
#
+
K
ÿ
yk uk ` Dpyq for some u P U .
TU “ y P ripBq | y P argmax
yPB

44

The relative interior of B is the set
#
ripBq “

K

yPR

K
ÿ

|

k“1

+
yk “ 1, yk ą 0 for k “ 1, . . . , K

k“1
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.

Proposition I.2. Suppose y ˚ P TU . Assume K ě 2. Let B be the probability simplex
and let Assumption I.3 hold. Then the following are equivalent:
˚
(i) ρ´1
U py q is a singleton.

(ii) D is Fréchet diﬀerentiable at y ˚ .
Proof. We can prove this from Proposition I.1 with a change of variables. The
basic idea will be that over the probability simplex, y1 is uniquely determined by
py2 , . . . , yK q. Using the normalization deﬁning U, we may convert the problem from
a K-dimensional problem to a K ´ 1-dimensional problem and then invoke Proposi
tion I.1.
We deﬁne a new function,
$ ´´
¯
¯
&D 1 ´ řK yk , y2 , . . . , yK
k“2
D̃py2 , . . . , yk q “
%´8

if

řK
k“2

yk ď 1, yk ě 0

otherwise.

˜ is concave
This function removes y1 by using the budget constraint. The function D
since D is concave and B is convex.
Now deﬁne the multi-valued mapping ρU that maps points in RK´1 to subsets of RK
by
˜˜
¸
¸
K
K
ÿ
ÿ
ρU puq “ argmax
yk uk ` D
1´
yk , y2 , . . . , yK .
(40)
yPB

k“2

k“2

Note that the choice of the ﬁrst component (y1 ) now enters trivially. Similarly deﬁne
ρ from RK´1 to subsets of RK´1 by
ρpuq “

argmax

K
ÿ

˜ 2 , . . . , yK q.
yk uk ` Dpy

(41)

y2 ,...,yK PRK´1 k“2

Over the probability simplex, we may put ρU puq and ρpuq in one-to-one correspon
dence by the mapping πpy1 , . . . , yK q “ py2 , . . . , yK q.
Finally, note Fréchet diﬀerentiability of D at y ˚ is equivalent to diﬀerentiability of
˚
D̃ : RK´1 Ñ R Y t`8u at πpy ˚ q. Invoking Proposition I.1, ρ´1
V py q is a singleton if
and only if D is Fréchet diﬀerentiable at y ˚ .
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Appendix J

Perturbed Generalized Nested Logit

We ﬁrst describe the generalized nested logit (GNL) (Wen and Koppelman (2001)).
See Train (2009) for a textbook treatment. Let there be a ﬁnite set of nests Nm ,
indexed by m. Each alternative k has a weight 0 ď αkm ď 1 reﬂecting membership in
nest m. For each k, these weights sum to 1. Each nest has a nesting parameter λm .
The GNL speciﬁes that conditional on utility index v, the choice probability vector
satisﬁes
P pvq “ V ln GGN L pvq,
where

¸λm

˜
GGN L pvq “

ÿ

ÿ

m

kPNm

αkm evk {λm

.

We suppress dependence of G and P on λ for notational convenience.
For example, if each alternative is in its own nest, this reduces to
GLogit pvq “

K
ÿ

evk ,

k“1

from which we arrive at the multinomial logit probabilities,
˜
Pk pvq “ Vk ln

K
ÿ

¸
ev k

k“1

ev k
“ řK
j“1

ev j

.

We will show that GNL is consistent with PUM even when it is inconsistent with
ARUM by using the following result.
´ř `ř
˘ ¯
v k {λm λm
e
. Suppose 0 ď αkm ď
Proposition J.1. Let P pvq “ V ln
α
m
kPNm km
ř
1 for each km, m αkm “ 1 for each k, and λm ą 0 for each m. Then there is some
D P D such that
ÿ
P pvq “ argmax
yk v k ` Dpyq.
yPΔK´1 k“1

By setting v “ iv pxq in Proposition J.1, we see that ErY | X “ xs :“ P piv pxqq is a
perturbed utility model. It is known that when 0 ă λm ď 1, this model is consistent
with ARUM. Thus, by enlarging the parameter space to requiring only 0 ă λm , GNL
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provides a strict generalization of ARUM. We will prove this proposition using several
lemmas.
Lemma J.1. Let f : RK Ñ R Y t`8u be a lower semi-continuous, convex function
such that f pzq ă 8 for some z. Let P pvq “ Vf pvq be a probability vector. Then
P pvq “ argmax

ÿ

yk v k ´ f ˚ pyq,

yPΔK´1 k“1

where f ˚ denotes the convex conjugate of f .
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma A.1.
It remains to show that ln GGN L p¨q is convex, or equivalently that GGN L p¨q is logconvex.
The following result is well-known (see e.g. Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004)).
ř
Lemma J.2. Let f piuq “ Jk“1 euk . Then f is log-convex, i.e.
ln f pαiu ` p1 ´ αqiv q ď α ln f piuq ` p1 ´ αq ln f piv q.
ř
Lemma J.3. Let gp piv q “ p Jk“1 βk evk {p qp , where βk ě 0 for each k “ 1, . . . , J. Then
for every p ą 0, gp is log-convex:
ln gp pαiu ` p1 ´ αqiv q ď α ln gp piuq ` p1 ´ αq ln gp piv q.
Proof. This is straightforward.
˜
ln gp pαiu ` p1 ´ αqiv q “ p ln

J
ÿ

¸
eln βk pαvk `p1´αquk qq{p

.

k“1

The proof follows by the previous lemma.
The following result is well-known (see e.g. Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004)).
Lemma J.4. The sum of log-convex functions is log-convex.
Proof of Proposition J.1. By Lemma J.1, we only need to show that ln GGN L p¨q is
log-convex.
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By Lemma J.3, the component
¸λm

˜
ÿ

αkm evk {λm

kPNm

is log-convex in v due to the parameter restrictions αkm ě 0 and λm ą 0. Since
GGN L p¨q is the sum of such components, Lemma J.4 completes the proof.
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